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HEAD AND NECK,MYOLOC.Y. 

STERNO- '1ASTOID. 

This muscle is double throughout its course. 

ORIGIN. -The Sternal Portion. This owing to the mid 

section of the animal was part àLly destroyed but appeared 

to be(1) from the front of the manubrium sterni and 

(2) by a small slip from the sterno- clavicular articu- 

lation. The Clavicular Portion. Arises from the upper 

surface of the inner third of the clavicle, but does 

not reach as far in as the sterno- clavicular joint,an 

interval intervening between the two parts of the 

muscle. 

ItTSE?(TION.- The Sternal portion is inserted into the 

bone gust behind the external auditory meatus by fleshy 

fibres and into the superior curved line of the occiput 

for practically its whole length by an aponeurosis. 

The Clavicuilar Portion is inserted into the bone 

rust behind the external auditary meatus under cover 

of the last part and superficial to the digastric. 

This region of-bone corresponds to the mastoid process 

which in this animal is totally absent. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- Under cover of its upper end the 

the spinal accessory nerve forms a communication with 

the 2nd. cervical and then gives off a branch which 

contains fibres from both; this enters the deep surface 

of the sternal part and a very small twig goes to the 

clavicular part. Both headsget a nerve of supply from 
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a plexus from thek2nd, and 3rd.cervjoal nerves lower 

down. 

STRUCTURE.- The sternal dead is tendinous at its 

origin and partly at its insertion,while the clavicular 

part is fleshy throughout. The separation between the 

two heads was such that the omo -hyoid was seen between. 

RELATIONS.- Lying deep to the muscle µ.r.ethe carotid 

sheath and its contents,scalenus anticus,omo- hyoid, 

sp4Ra4 and omo- cervicalis muscles,the spinal accessory, 

descendens hypoálossi and origin of the brachial plexus. 

Lying superficial to the muscle were the parotid in 

part,external luáular,platvsma and some superficial nerves. 

The muscle was covered on both surfaces by the deep 

fascia of the neck, which was better marked on its deep 

surface. 
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THE DEPRESSORS OP THE HYOID BONE. 

These are, as in man, four in number and are named in 

the same way. 

O"O- HYOID. 

ORIIN.- y a small rounded tendon from the upper of 

the scapula immediately in front of the insertion of 

the levator anguli scapulae, and some way behind the 

point where the supra scapular vessels and nerves pass 

over the upper border of the scapula. 

INSERTIO ?I. - Into the body of the hyoid bone by a small 

tendon :.ust external to the attachment of the sterno- 

hyoid muscle. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- From the plexiform ansa hypoglossi,by 

two twigs which enter the muscleiat its lower border, 

the one above and the other below its middle. 

STRUCTURE.- The attachments are the only parts tendinous, 

the rest of the muscle being fleshy and not divided into 

two bellies,although bound down to the clavicle and 

first rib. 

RELATIONS.- The muscle passes upwards and forwards 

under both heads of the sterno- mastoid,bein seen bet- 

ween them,crossing the posterior triangle nearly trans- 

versely and the anterior nearly vertically,being supeit- 

ficial to the scaleni muscles,brachial plexus,carotid 

sheath and its associated nerves,th.e nerve to the thy :o- 

hyoid. The trapezius covers it behind and the trans- 

verse cervical vessels cross the posterior half. 
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STERNO-HYOID. 

ORI1 ;IN.- From the back of the manubrium sterni and 

cartilage of the lst.rib. 

INSERTION.- Into the lower border of the hyoid bone 

near the middle line. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- From the ansa hypo -glossi a twig enters 

the muscle low down. 

STRUCTURE.- The muscle is fleshy throughout,being 

slightly broader above than below. 

RELATIONS.- Superficial to the muscle are the anterior 

jugular vein,the deep fascia and the sternal portion 

of the sterno- mastoid in the lower part. Deeper than 

it are the sterno thyroid,thyroid gland and the trachea. 

STERNO- T? {YROID. 

OfiICIN. -Both in this and the last muscle some of the 

origin may have been disturbed by the mid section of 

the animal. From the back of the costal cartilage of 

the 2nd. rib and the adjacent part of the sternum. 

INSERTION.- By two layers,the t deeper and anterior 
one,into the lower part of the oblique line on the ala 

of the thyroid cartilage,the superficial and posterior 

into the upper part of that line and over lapping the 

deeper one. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- Two twigs from the ansa,one above and 

one below the middle of the muscle. 

STRUCTURE.- The muscle is altogether fleshy and 

above its middle is divided into two layers,the superfic- 
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ial one being posterior and external. 

RELATIONS.- The muscle lies under cover of the last 

muscle, passing upwa ris and outwards in front of the 

trachea,oesonhagus and even the inner part of the carotid 

sheath. 

TURD --IYO I D. 

ORIGIN.- This appears to be the direct continuation 

upwards of the last muscle from the ala of the thyroid 

cartilage. 

INSERTION.- Into the inner surface of the body and 

great cornu of the hyoid bone. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- Py a long slender nerve from the hypo - 

glossal whit is given off above the level of the 

great cornu of the hyoid bone,passes downwards and for- 

wards below the cornu and enters the posterior corder 

of the muscle. It is accompanied by small vessels from 

the superior thyroid. 

STRUCTURE.- The muscle is broader above than below; 

many of its fibres are directly continuous with those of 

the last muscle,only the deeper ones really arising 

from the cartilage. 

RELATIONS.- Superficial to the lower part is a portion 

of the superficial layer of the last muscle,the sterno- 

and omo -hyoid muscles. Deeply there are the thyroid 

cartilage and the thyrohyoid membrane. 
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0'40 -CER1/ I CAL I S MUSCLE. 

ORIGIN.- From the front of the transverse process of 

the atlas in common with the upper tendon of origin of 

Í 

of the levator an;uli scapulae. 

IN7ERTION.- Into the posteeaspect of the clavicle 

near its outer extremity. 

NERVE S'JJPLY. From the 3rd. ,ervical principally but 

probably the 2nd. & 4th. also contribute fibres. 

STRUCTURE.- The muscle is tendinous at its origin 

and insertion, between these two points the muscle has 

a well marked fleshy belly. 

RELATIONS.- The muscle forms one of the structures 

situated in the floor of the posterior triangle of thq 

neck, and is therefore in relation to the structures 

therein contained. Its most important structure is 

however the spinal accessory nerve whibh crosses supe- 

ficial to the upper extremity and then runs down the liost- 

erior border, the muscle being pierced by the commun- 

ications :etween this nerve and the 3rd. cervical. 
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T COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OP THE MUSCLES OF THE 'HEAD 

AND NECX. 

STEriNO- '1ASTOID. (Comp.Anat. ) 

The sterno-mastoid in this animal was divided completely 

into two portions,a sterno -mastoid and a cleido -mastoid. 

This seems to be the usual condition in the anthro- 
J. 

poids. Bischoff having found the double condition in 

all the anthropoids, although the gorilla has been 

found with the muscle in much the same condition as 

in man. This reduplication of the Muscle o'r rather 

separation of the two portions is sometimes seen in 

man, it is the normal condition in many animals such 

as the Ruminants, "arnivora, Ornithorhynchus, the 

beaver,the squirrel, and the Ai(Heckel). On the other 

hand in the mole the two portions only form one large 

fleshy muscle, in the Otter the portions of the muscl 

near the middle line cross and pass to the muscle of 

the opposite side. In man occasionally the sternal 
i 

r 
portion and also the clavicular portion shews signs 

1 

of further segmentation, so as to form four portions 

to the muscles Testut5even describes the muscle after 

A. 
the manner of Krause in four portions, "le muscle 

nuadrijumeau de la tete ", the sternal portion sending 

a slip to the mastoid and One to the occipital bone, 

the clavicular portion being similarly disposed. 

There is another aspect of the muscle however which 

tends to shew that however much the muscle may segment 

un into different portions it was probably,to begin with, 
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MYOLOCy, HEAD AND NECK. 

a segmentation off from the same muscular sheet as ha 

given rise to the trapezius muscle. In favour of this 

there are the following facts:- I. They have the same 

nerve supply; although at the end of this essay.I try 

to spew that the nerve supply is of no importance it 

will be understood I am there referring to the supply 

derived from certain 'made up' nerves here in this case 

it is not merely the nerve supply but what is,ï thnk, 

far more important the same segment supply, from the 

spinal accessory and 3rä.& 2nd. cervical. Not only so 

but the superficial cervical plexus which gives rise tq 

the three descending trunks to supply the skin at the 

root of the neck are the continuations forward of w -hatl 

in this ape, represents the subtrapezial plexus, and th _s 

plexus gives off twigs to both heads of the strerno- 

,mastoid. 2. In man the muscles are often fused at (See.` 1/1.3,p,..0 

their occipital attachments so that the upper angle of the 

posterior triangle is rounded. Below the muscles are 

continuous with one another by maens of a dense fascia 

which may be taken to represent the remains of the muscles 

It is obvious mechanically that there is no need for 

the middle portion, as its action could only be that 

of a lateral flexor of the head, whereas the head 

fixed on a turn table, the atlanto -axial articulation, 

is perfectly controled by the portions of muscles 

attached to the ends of the clavicle,which may be 

likened to the lever that moves the turntable, only 

in this case it is the cords which contract give rise 
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to the power from the mechanical position of the clavi 

and not the lever itself moving. 

DEPRESSORS OF THE HYOID BONE.(Comp.Anat.) 

Whether or not these muscles are derived from a commo 

muscular sheet seems uncertain but the probabilty is 

that this is the case. In many animals the several 

muscles are more or less intimately fused with each 

other, but they are fused with their fellows across 

e 

the :middle line of the neck; Pischoff Lound this to be 

the case in a gorilla and Maissnneuve found the sane in 

the bat, it is the common condition too in the horse 

for the sterna -hyoid to be an unpaired muscle. 

Meckel 
3 

found the sterno- thyroid and sterno -hyoid to 

be fused together to a greater or less extent in the 

Carnivora, Ruminants, and Monotremes. In man all these 

muscles shew occasionally transverse intersections 

indicating probable seJmentation,although it this ana al 

the omo -hyoid even did not shew this condition. 

If one only passes low enough in the vertebrate series 

the common sheet of these muscles is found intact, 

or at all events the sheet that these muscles are 

supposed to be derived from. Cegenbaur has shewn that 

this is the case in the lizards,here the muscle stretbhes 

outwards alongJthe clavicle from the sternum. Such an 

ancestry would account for the various attachments of 

the lower end of the omo hyoid muscle which are found 

in different species. and as abnormalities in man. 
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'4?OLOW , HEAD AND NE. 

OMO- CERVICALIS.(Comp.Anat.) 

This name 0-iven, to the muscle by Bischoff, replaced the 

older names such as cleido- cervícalis, acromio- trachealis, 

and levator clavicul_ae. The last name was that applied 

to the muscle by Tyson, over two centuries ago when 

he first described it in an OranP Kelch in 1813 was 

the first to describe a similar muscle occurring in man. 

Since that time many observers have noticed the muscle 

as a rae abnormality in the human subject. Bischoff3 

finds the muscle constantly arising from the clavicle 

in the anthropoids :chile in the the lower apes it moves 

further outwards, in 7 :.nocephalus from the acromion 

and in '!acacus from the shine of the scapula. Vrolik, 

4. 

7hampneys, and 'acdonal_l grown all note this attachment 

to the clavicle in the Thimpanzee, other observers are 

equally unanimus in the other anthropoids. 

How or why the muscle has disappeared in man does no 

seem to he known. 
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IThe abdominal muscles are arranged much in the same way as in 

man. Threeiavers on the flanks anti. the rectus passing 

ìoncitudina'_ly close to the middle line in front. 

The three; 'lavers are composed of the external and 

in`_¡;rnai obliques and the transversalis muscles. 

EXTERNAL OBLIQUE. 

':. (1) ':lightly from the posterior layer of 

1 e r Q the '- ',llf-ar a.pon,.l.o..is (¿ ?fro.:; the outer surfaces , ana 

lower bordera of the 7th.to the 12th.ribs in the follow- 

ing manner. :rom the costal cartilage of the 12th.rib,; 

From the costo-chondrai unction of the llth.,from this 

point upwards the line of attachment recedes from the anter- 

ior end of the rib until at the 7th.it is 4 c.n. from 

Ithe costo- chondral .junction. 

The lowest of these slips of origin are seen to inter 

digitate with the lower slips of the iatissinìus dorsi,1 

but the urper ones are directly continuous with the 

fibres of that muscle. Ani above that muscle the external 

obli'ue is directly continuous with the pectoralis 

!na or and serratus anus muscles. 

:v means of ct an aponeuroisis into (1) 

the whole length of the linea a3ba,(2) the front of 

the svmphysis pubis,(3) the whole length of Poupart's 

linament,(4) the outer lip of the iliac crest as far 

back as the e4Fr highest ooint,(5) the horizontal 

ranus of the pubis bv -Weans of a small reflection corres- 

ponding to :i-nbernat's ligament. 
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NERVI'__; SUPPLY.- from large branches of the lower inter 

costal nerves,ilio- hypogastric and ilio- inguinal. 

ranches come off the :main nerve at the anterior end 

of t ?:c rics;these run for,.e.ra Letweer, the two oblique; . 

- T 
'Y;T'?i.E.- The fir:res of the :muscle are,as has been 

rul:.tel out.,'Jcr :' lareely continuous with those of 

other -:uscles. The aponeurosis of the muscle oeains 

above at the 8th. rib ana extends down to a ooint 6 c.-ti. 

abo-: e the oui_ is,Mhere it turns out towards the crest 

of '_ce ilium. This aponeurosis helps to form the sheafh 

of the rectus and _?Pa alna.,forms the lioTament of 

!-oepart ar. cf .i^`errai. In this aninal,a female, 

there ç ne trace `_c te seen of the external abdominal 

rim thy- ter7inal eertio: of the ilio- inguinal nerve 

pa.,sei through a small crening in the aponeurosis,uut 

of a ri:- there ira., no trace. The round ligament of 

the uterus ender in the aponeurosis itself. 

The muscle lies between the integumenta y 

structures ano the internal oblioue,the nerves of 

surr . i?in between the two muscles. both surfaces. 

of the muscle are covered with strong fascia. The sheáth 

of the rectus will be described later. There was no 

tri<;n -'. e of Petit, as the latissimus dorsi was not 

attached :y fleshy fibres to the crest of the ilium. 

INTERNAL ORLIOUE. 

ohT(;!N.- From the lumbar aponeurosis of which it foFns 

the three lavers,('--1) by fleshy fibres from the iliac 

crest just in front of the highest point,(? cy fleshly 

fibres from nearly the whole length of Poupart`s 
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liç ament,the outer A at least. 

IN:;EhTION. - The whole length of the. linea alba,the 

lower borders of the 7th. x 8th.rib carti la ges,and into 

horizontal ramua of the pubis. The aponeurosis of the 

..uscie splits in the upper peer part and encloses the rectus. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- The same as the last muscle. 

STRTJ^T'?RE.- From their origin the fibres of the musc e 

run upwards and forwards,crossing tnose of the externat 

oni_i ̂ ue at ri_:ht angles. elow the cartilage of the 

'F3th.riò the upper border of the muscle is parallel to 

hut not attached to the margin of the ribs,nor is it 

on the same plane as the internal intercostal muscles. 

The fascia on the outer surface of the muscle is on th 

Fame Fane as the internal .intercostal muscle,the 

fibres of which stray down on to the outer surface of 

the internal obli?ue,and when the fascia is thrown up 

the lower part of the internal intercostals goes with 

the fascia,leaving the upper edge of the internal oblique 

quite free. At the inner end of Poupart's ligament the 

lowest fibres arch over the round ligament of the uterus 

to he attached to the ilio- pectineal line. 

RELATIOt;S.- The muscle lies between the external 

oblique and the transversalis muscles. Above the apone rosis 

of the muscle Aasges 4R heh}aè 4he 42ee splits and 

encloses the rectus. The posterior'layer passes in behind 

the muscle with the transrersalis apponeurosis,uut here 

the two can quite easily be separated the one from the 

other. 12elo:v the aponeurosis of the transversalis is 

attached to the 4h still fleshy internal obiique,which 
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s still fleshy as it passes in in front of the rectus 

sheath of rectus. 

TRANSVERSALIS A9DO'-4INIS. 

!1) rro- the lumbar aponeurosis,(2) from the 

inner surfaces and loser borders of the 7th.to the 13t 

last one seing rery ñoubtful,these interdigit 

! !i lips of the diachragm, (3) from the anterior 

half of the iliac crest ,( -) from the outer three - 

uarters of the Poupart's ligament. 

I N:-, : :I )1'.- Into the whole length of the linea alba, 

into the ilio- r.ectineal line for a short distance,and 

front of the upper tart of the pubis. 

'I RTE ?'he same as the last two muscles. 

STR:';Tj? .- The fibres run almost straight inwards, 

t::ev end in a:ì aponeurosis which is broader in the mi dle 

, :: where. in the lower part of the muscle the 

res :bin the aponeurosis at a point considerably 

side that at which the fibres of the internal 

(' igue .;oin their aponeurosis. A very small area of 

the fascia trans-ersalis is seen above Poupart's 

ligament;a .á of an inch in its longest measurement is 

seen below the lower arched fibres of the muscle. 

RELATI .- The muscle lies between the internal 

oblique and the fascia transversaìis,in the upper par 

the aponeurosis passes in behind the rectus,but in th 

lower part the ,muscle ,joins the internal oblique whic 

passes altogether in front of that muscle. The lower 

part of the muscle is in relation to the deep epigastr c 

and deep circumflex iliac vessels. The ilio -ingui al 

h. 

ate 
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This sheers the rectus abdominis muscle pulled forward 

so T.° c::pose the posterior aspect of the muscle, 

showing t! :o nerves of supiy oifurcatin,J. ceicre rea.chijig 

the lineae transversae. The fold of Douglas is not 

seen as the muscle is not drawn over sufficiently. 

(From a photograph) 

.7 Lineae transversae. 

R Ribs. 

(7yLip!lysis Pubis. 

o 

1i.1("). 

n.11. Dorsal nevres accordin:, 

71.12. 

n. l 3. 

to numberl. 
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nerve pierces the muscle about opposite what should ne 

the anterior superior spine of the ilium,a structure 

not developed in this animal,wnere the ilium is the 

shape of a hare's ear. moth this ana the last muscle 

have both surfaces clothed with a strong fascia. 

RECTÜS A9DO'2I lI I S. 

A narrower and more strap -like muscle than in man. 

tendinous 
By an outer s +a head from the back of 

the upper part of the subis extending some way out 

on the horizontal ramus. Ly a smaller muscular hea 

from the upper border of the symphyses internal to th 

last head and slightly from the inner part of the 

tendinous part. 

INSEh'ION.- This was partially destroyed when the 

animal was examined,but was apparently as follows,. 

Into the 5th. 8th.costaì cartilages and the 6th.rib 

marin of the ensifor and lower part of the strernum, 

and h; -jeans of the lineae transversae into the anter 

layers of the sheath of the muscle. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- From the lower 6 or 7 dorsal nerves 

and the i l io -hypoj astric. How many these nerves were 

was not 7,uite certain,as the insertion of the muscle 

had been partially reflected previously. The 9th.,lOt 

11th.-. 12th. are large and enter the sheath posterior 

and pass to the muscle opposite the lineae transversa 

Here they bifurcate and are inserted into the muscle 

on either side of the tendinous intersection. The las 

segment of the muscle has the 13th. dorsal 44 the il 

or 

Y 
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hypogastric nerres in addition. This would tend to she 

that there were at least two more segments here undiff 

entiatea. 

The muscle is about 21 c.n. long,N wide 

the -niïdle,narrower ust above the origin,and broad 

an^ thinner at the insertion. The. fiares run parallel o 

one another. The smaller inner and fleshy head of origin 

rires rise to a small bundle of fibres which are parti =lly 

rietached from the rest of the muscle ;this might be taken 

to represent the otherwise absent pyramidalis muscle. 

"here are 4 lineae transversae,.These were situatea iat 

aitances 8,11,13,& 17 a.m. from the pubes. Their relations 

to the um. ilicus could not ce gilen as that structure 

had :.een :e;.;oved. The lineae extended through the muscle 

rut were not attached to the sheath posteriorly,b °at 

were firmly attachea to the sheath in front. 

K7,LATIC/NS.- These were the same as in man and as the 

he70 will he des-ri ec y itself,neea not ce given. 

SHEATH OF THE RECTTJS. 

^ount of some doubt that had been cast on the 

real struct,. e of the sheath of the rectus by de:nonst ators 

in the E7in±.ur h School,I was very careful in the disc' 

section of this structure. In the gibbon it was very 

easy to demonstrate the component parts of the sheath 

The sheath was formed in the following manner. The 

internal oblique passed forwards to the linea semilun.:ris 

and in the upper half of its extent it divided into t 

layers,an anterior and a posterior. The anterior beca e 

i$ 
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blended with the aoponeurosis of the external oblique 

and passed to the middle line in front of the rectus, 

ti:u, forminä the anterior part of the sheath aoove. 

The posterior layer passes in lying on and lightly 

pound to the avor,euro;::is of tne transversalis muscle, 

tro. .,':.ich it can be easily separted.Withthe handle f 

a :.nife ;in this way the posterior layer of the sheath 

is f o r-;ed . I t is as well to say that the external 

o: l i ue coes not join the anterior layer of the internal 

onìi -ue until the latter has passed in some way in iront 

of the rectus, so that all four layers can be seen. 

At a point about three-quarters of the way down,the 

relation; of the point to the umbilicus could not be ven 

owing to the absence of that structure;this arrangeme t 

chanced. The transversalis muscle became blended 

deep surface of the internal oblique some way 

external to the linea semilunaris,where the latter 

-»uscle was still flesh,. The e::ternal oblique was onl 

;Tended to the internal oblic.ue just external to the . iddle 

line. The internal obliciue did not divide any longer 

into two lavers,in fact it did not become aponeuroti 

till near the middle line in front of -the rectus. 

Mus there was no doubt that the fleshy internal 

o;l i' uc carried in in front of the rectus,not only its 

own undi;iaeá fihres,but also the whole of the lower 

part of the transversalis muscle. 

The cessation of the posterior layer of the internal 

obli ue and the passing in front of the transversalis 

left a well mared fold of Dourlas,Delow which the 
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rectus is in contact with the fasola 

It is here that the deep epiastl-io arty 
sheth. There was no fold it front solrest,o, t6 

the fold of Dour_r,las oehind,to marf_ tfle ttt 

transiel-zalis muscle reinforced tne anAe7rfcc7 :a1,-its: 64 

the sneath,This has peen put f,i,rwar-i tc ,t;16%- 

the trans;ersalie does not 

:ower at of the rectus. :he reasons 

:eiic!ency of the lower cart of th.e s'Letr_t 

are that the urinar-: Pladce,- in fc--ta. 

in the anterior w2:: 

r1r; that thi cau:,ed the c:effc-tec_ct-,6.7.R.T 

thins.that the case is tc e 

iffer,f?L of tension cf VT 

the appneurosies ccntractio:_ 7.7.77-717.1.2 

_ . 

the 111)::':F.;7 Larts havin: ponqran _ess 

whilc the lower laits ha7e _ia7entctis aLc. DQ:_217 

attach-lents. Neither of these .-!e rei (=C_-112rizifi7-i 

aril it Lossible that 

But that the cescrict=er 

hon'; 7-_co7e cisse:-:- a 1 

ANATO!,:7 OF TI:E r. 

EXTERNAL OBLITTE.(Comp.Anat.) 

This sole differs iittLe 

But in the anthropoids there 

differences petween the several fa:t 

this muscle. For in the chitipan.:ee the 

become attached to the anterior super:lc': .s.7EaQ 
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Ilium,for the latissimus dorsi comes so far forward that 

it encroaches on Poupart's ligament,but in the orang 

and gorilla the muscle finds an insertion into the 

iliac crest(Bischoff'). In the account of all the apes 

there is noted a relationship between the latissimus 

dorsi and the external ohlique,This I have touched upon 

in dealing with the latissimus dorsi muscle. In Bischoff's 

account of '.tylobates leuciscus he states that the 

external oblique arose from the last 8 rigs. In this 

animal the last or 1.3th.rib was so short that it did not 

,protrude beyond the ouadratus lumborum,and gave rise to 

none of the abdominal muscles in consequence. 

INTERNAL OBLIONE.(Comp.Anat.) 

'f this muscle there re -rains nothing to say;the formation 

of the sheath of the rectus has been fully given. The 

upper bonier being free of the ribs till the 8th. was 

reached was a peculiaritv,as was also the fact that the 

strong fascia on its surface was in the same plane with 

the internal intercostal muscles. This latter observation 

may account for the fact that occaisonally there have been 

found in human anatomv,bands of muscular fibres gassing 

from the lower ribs to the iliac crest. These little 

hands may be the prolongations of the internal inter- - 

costals downwards,In this animal the fibres passed dowrn 

superficial to the internal oblique for a considerable 

distance,The strong fascia so frequently mentioned,as 

lying between the two layers of inruscles,is possibly an, 

old retrogressed part of the muscular sheet. (Jr if thel 

internal intercostals are to be considered asoontinuations 
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MY`JLO Y,A DOMEri.. 

of the internal oblíque,which they were not in this 

case,then the fascia may be the representation of super- 

ficial fibres which have retrogressed. 

Hospital reports for 137O,contain an account by 

Pye- Smith,H.owse and Davies- rolley,of a small muscle 

71tuated between the two obliques and attached at one 

end to the iliac crest and by the other end to the 12tí11. 

!rib. The same reports for 1873,contain an account by 

Davies- collev,Taylor and Dalton,of the presence of 

three small muscular bands,situated as beforebetween 

the two obliques and attached below to the iliac cres, 

while above two were attached to the 12th.rib and one 

to the IIth. Trelch describes in 1813 the same condition 

under the name of the 'musculus rectus lateralis 

abaominis'. The occasional duplicity of the external 

oblique is mentioned in auairfas occurring. These 

facts either voínt to a lost layer of muscles or to 

the imperfect blending of the constituents of the 

three recognised lavers. The latter theory is the one 

which would find most favour,for it could be pointed 

out that there is no animal in which it has been 

reported that another layer of muscles is the normal 

arrangement(as far as I have been able to consult wors ). 

And on the other hand it must be remembered that in 

the lower animals these three muscles are segmented 

off by ribs,which in man have disappeared,and it is 

possible that the muscles which have been made up by the 

old segmented intercostals,have in the reported cases 

above quoted,failed to unite perfectly. 
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TRANSVERSALIS A3DOMINTS.(Comp.Anat.) 

This muscle differs little from that in man,Ittasses 

further down Poupart's ligament,out a good deal that has 

.een said with re -ard to the preceding-- muscles and th! sheath 

of the rectus,anplies to this muscle. 

RECTOS ABDOMINIS.(Comp.Anat.. 

This muscle was a weaker and narrower muscle than is 

found in man. It could not be said with exactitude how 

far up the insertion extendea,as it had been disturbed 

previous to examination. In many of the lower animals 

the muscle reaches much further- up on the anterior 

thoracic wall than it does in nan ;in the cat I found 

it as high as the lst.rib. This extension for the whole 

length of the thoracic wall is found in many animals 

such as the -Ârmadil o, ornitheryncus ,Porcupine,Opossuml 

Ma- ot,lanarill,uangaroo,and in most of the Carnivora 

(Meckel'). Many writers since the time of Eoerhave hav 

reported cases,where in man the muscle has extended 

further up than is usually found. In this animal there 

were four well marked lineae transversae,or tene4aaiii 

inscriptiones tendineae, In man the most usual number 

is three (Guain) but there may be four or even more. 

In the 7orilla '-'ischoff3 found fourpresent;Cuvier". in 

the orang found tiffe same number;in cynocephalus broc 

reported 7 and Testut found 8 in a bear,so that the 

number varies considerably throughout the animal series. 

The markings are taken to represent the remains of 

abdominal ribs,or as Ouain says the vestiges of the 
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septa between the original vertebral myotomes. In thi 

animal they had a peculiar relationship to the nerves 

of supply. Each nerve passed to the muscle opposite 

these lines,in the case of the th.,10th.,11th., and 

1?th.;these nerves then divided into two,each branch 

passing to bath the muscle in such a way that the nere 
i 

supplies the muscle on both sides of the linea transirersa. 

So that if it is granted that these lineae transversae 

are inter segmental structures,we have direct evidence 

that the nerve suptlies more than one segment. In 

view of this it might be mentioned here that in the 

examination of the intercostal nerves,so:ne of them were 

seen to give off large branches which supplied the 

intercostal space above their own . Whether the migra. ion 

forwards of the rib from tne centre of the vertebra to 

the interverteoral disc,has any tying to do wit: this:or not 

I dont Know, but I thin!. it unlikely. For in the first 

intercostal space there was a strong branch to the muscles 

of the stace(not a communication of the nerve to the 

brachial plexus)from the 2nd.dorsal nerve. Now in the 

case of the first rib no forward movement takes place, 

or only a very limited amount,and in any case it coula 

hardly ce expected to occur in the case of tendinous 

structures in the abdominal wall.. 
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THE GLUTEUS MAX I MUS . 

phis muscle did not reach up as high as the iliac 

crest hut on the other hand it extended some way down 

the thigh. 

0 I'.IN.- (1) y aponeurosis from the posterior part 

of the crest of the ilium,(2) bv the lumbar aponeurosis 

from the pack of the sacrum and coccyx,(3) by fleshy 

fibres from the Lack of the great sciatic ligament, 

(4) fro:- the outer part of the ischial tuberosity in 

common with the na-nstrings,(5) from the strong fascia 

covering the -muscle. 

IHLERTION.- (ì) Into the fascia lata of the thigh, 

(2) into the back of the upper part of the shaft of the 

femur for a distance of 9 c..,. tielow the ischial 

tuberosity. 

'1ERVE SLY.- From twigs which pierce the gluteus 

medius and come from the superior gluteal nerve,by 

some small twits which leave the great sciatic nerve 

at different levels and by a nerve which supplies 

fibres to it and to the hamstrings. 

STR.i(.T`R R E.- The u uer and superficial fibres pass 

to the fascia of the thi;h,wnile the lower fibres 

pass down to be inserted into the cone and the inter- 

muscular septa seoarattng it from 'ad, acent muscles. 

RELATIONS.- The muscle is the most superiical structure 

in the gluteal region. Under cover of the muscle lie 

the lower cart of the medius and the minimus,pyriformi.s, 

and great sciatic nerve,a bursa intervenes between it 
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and the great trochanter. In front is the tensor asciiae 

femoris,wnile behind is the hamstring ;Troup of muscles ¡. 
QOM T ArtATI /E AiATúiy.- The muscle seems to have a diiî- 

erent insertion in some of the apes as in the orang. 
i 

"rimrose found the muscle inserted as low as the external 

condyle. Hepburn found the same in trie gorilla and chum- 
¡ 

nan!ee,but in the orang only as far as the middle of 

the thigh. It mas teen said that the prominence of the 

anus and the feebleness of the gluteal folds in apes is 

due to the undeveloped condition of the gluteal muscles. 

This is not the case,for Fick describes the 

,luteal muscles as well developed in his orang,the maximus 

weighing 432 grams. Lanjer found that the same muscle in 

I 

a lean man only weighed 3eS trams. PrimroseL, -luoting these 

figures,trinks therefore that this can not be the reason. 

That the gluteal folds have nothing to do with the 

developement of the muscles was shewn by Symin ton,whq 

demonstrated that the fold was due to the erect attitude 

assumed by man,he also stewed that the fold did not even 

correspond to the line of the muscles. The fold then 

is :merely an example of the well marred crease that 

is seen opposite all . 
oints where free motion takes place. 

In the apes where the erect attitude is not so perfedt 

as in man the folds will not be so well developed. 

There is an important point of difference between the 

gluteus maximus of man andthat of all apes,anà that is 

that in man the muscle covers the ischial turerosity, 

while in the apes that process is uncovered. "Man therefore 

sits on his 0-luteus maximus,the ape on his ischial 
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'tuberosity''. The gluteus maxi-nus is really the result bf 

the fusion cf two muscl es, the gluteus maxi nus proper 

and the old agitator caudae. There is a third part 

in reality to the muscìe,for the tensor fasciae femoriS, 

which is considered in another place,is only a detached 

ortion of the same sneet. In this animal the tensor 1 

fasciae femoris was separated from the muscle by a V- 

shaped interval which was occupied by fascia which connect- 

ed the two muscles 4e ä to ether;below they were 

both inserted into the fascia of the thigh. The 

agitator caudae is represented by the lower thick part 

of the muscle,which passes from the femur to the sacral 

and coccygeal verte_,rae. The gluteal part is attached to 

the aponeurosis of the thiz-h,and is the representation 

of the old insertion much lower down. The lower insert- 

ion is seen in the porcupine,wnere according to 

'dec {el it passes to the patella,and in the ornitnD ynOus 

where it nasses down as far as the sole of the foot. 

1. buk,,( ç^n.0 , r. v , h 3 5"3 ll. dt, . 



THE GLUTEUS NEDIUS. 

much asc-t the jze cf the .preceding- 

one,and ituatel the hoilc formsCi by the cuter 

surface.of the lih e shape of which can be com- 

'.:,are,3 with tha cf a hare's ear,the concavity being 

ty tne nuscle in question. 

RIaIN.-(1) Fro::: the whole of the outer surface of the 

4': '2, fro:7, the whole cf tne cuter lip of the iliac 

cresn,'3; frcm the strori F! ancneurcsis which stretches 

thn ncste_or part of the.iLiac crest to the back 

c): tfne frs!7: the fascia ocverin the T:lucis. 

Int tle c,Aer surface,upper border,and 

upper hal: cf tne 'rnnt of the great trchanter of the 

:e=r, 

IRVE SUFFLY,- Prr:n the srior gluttaI nerve which 
1:)!Irces the :tussle. 

7,TRUCTIE.- FT= '77.1!; origin the fibres 

cnnverge nn a very short tendorii-Jhich is better :arks 

on the :1.!,p :-fac, and is fused to that of the py:an- 

Hails usc_e. C-:. its .1pper and front part 3uperficiall 9 

the fascla is ve:7 think and aperrieurotic. 

BELATIONS.- Superfintally,the muscle is subcutaneous 

for the ,:rater part of its extent, hut is overlapped 

below by the gluteus ma:,:i7nus. Deeply,lie the followin 

structurss,the i-!luteus minimus,he-pyrifor7:lis,the 'icon 

fron which the Eluscle arses,and the great sciatic 

7.7. front there appears the scansorius and 
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tensor fascias fs7norin. Behind is the 

the supsrior pierces its deep srface 

arid runs forwar s In its sastance. 

COMPRATIVE ANATOMY,- This m'..scle is always distinct 

frm Its nef.hb - te 77.t1.1.7pcids itL tly.e .:ceptions 

at 17 f-,:.sed,as in this case,with 

the pyriformis or wl.!h scansrius muscle. It is 

a ru.e. 1ar:er than the diaximus in the anth:c.cci-s 9 

THE GLUTEUS MINIMUS. 

T.Ys :T.J:cle is partially fused with the one in front 

:f it,the 

OR:G:N,- i P:':77. the Iswer part cl the hollow on the 

7: iliR) frcm pa:t cll 

c: ths rea sciatic notch. 

INSEPTIN.- Intc uppr at of the inne'^ surfase 

zreat t:esnanter slosel-: fused aith the inse:t 

i7n rf the-seanssr4us. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- Coules f the great sciatic ty a 

enters its superficial surface. 

STRUCTURE.- T.-7 is naturall:; 3ivided into two 

a division which runs downwards and forwards from 

region o; the great sciatic notch to witLin 

c,m.f its-insertien,the an'trior part beilv fused 

+)-.e scansoriLas with hi it forms a deep grces,l. 

for tle 7-,ntsr Lorder c; the gluteus medius. 

C 
; 
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for- a 3- L;roto-, muscle is 

it: tt. 

RELATIO1r.- The betvieen the :;-111tes 

and the 
orifdn 

it i3 sartcrid3,an:1 betwee:, tbe giute_s medilus 

an'.1 on the sids anJ the tensor 
! 

1 

an' criai Tf the rectu.:: on the inner side,tnej: 

I?. .:,,p.,-.rating it fro.:, thc, iliacus. 

CONIFAT= ANAT..- T scansorius cx 9::_uteus quarttis 

In litert.ture of its o-ii;1,=ìnci only tis 
4 i 

1 1: be gone into her Fick says 

:ht a typic-.1 tne oran::;it is tetter 
! 

de7elopea in .7.ni7a1 t11 fr. any cther ape where 

wit , ad,lacent 

:n tn- zr7..1,Fick.H12x1,.y,Eisohoff:Hepburn,Owen,and 

all fou-ld )-1: rusl: sepv:ate,Chaipman describes 

as f,2s7-2, Kith gluteuo In tele chianzels, 

; 

lleplirn ìi 0n separate.whilst 

Bischcff 3:7,scribs it as fused with the i 

7:lute-Ls Tnini.:17.7:,Maoalister in to chines fou4d 
it t,ttachez,, t: t :ne aria to tLe minimus 

other. Tn isnd iT blended 
1 

the witn th edius,Du'verncy 

lakes 7,c.- mentic-1 of Bischoff says it is not Dr sent, 

! the Tn!niu.., for;;T..ras to t-,e iliac r,-,argin anttr- 

*. 

iorly, In the ,Obbon II,pburn Ld it blended 
' fith the minin:us as in this case. In the lower animals, 

r 
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Bisch,1:!: fond ::.;sole weakly develo.ped In cynoceph.i 

macacus. Frcz, this sum:s:iazy it 5.4 

tht the if:uscle ts Aosely ralatEA to bot'n the 
! 

an% tLe sug74.,-.Stiord 

develooi trom part cf tLe 

as t.-.e sartcriù:.: betwee-,-. tne t;io, 

Prose n:tes tLat tie rectus as se.parates 

77.1es in 7:i:3 r,n,7.; saie-soniition was prsent 

hir 711,bor Traill the first to describe The 

-4ernian 

r. Oweiisagreed with the name,and 

az L'..-.7_tion was that i an internal. r-_,tator of tl.,e1 

4- - g - ,t 1:-ertor ferIcrisl. He states 

ha,-e reference to 

In 7.-."! hip jcint thin, crang 

.1sence cf tke ligament11.:. ters, 

anl in as chimp ..aer.f:ofil the yieliing texture ol the 

a .e.te:-,t of inward rotation 

sari a-2,cm-tlis1J in man". Fiok!'also points out 

in th7, or,?.!v: f;15albina the thighs are abducted 

i1c'-psoas - and- totted outwards,not being 

!n-i-rtod as c e,-pet if the scansorius was 

Clir::::»1-1E muscle as it is thought to 

not that during prczression from- branch 

to b,anch the thighs are oft:Ln moved in the position 
6, 

ot add.L,ction and internal rotation. Testut notes the 

frecrency that c, small mular bundle in this position 
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is found in man. TL,; small.usle ocoaionally 

wniin 

Lrrl'.-..snt in rc by dirferent authors un 

Lliffer,371-, sui;_-_ as the 

a7ld o-tro,!.haJteric- musols is evident17 

rgard b; noms as the saml :lusuls,and it is this 

ha izsi use t th.s7ory that the sca:lsorius 

wa7 ,art of tnc iliaous.The frecpnoy wit: 1 :hich it 

is -L,_ndr:d NiZ. meciLl in t:15 

;ant» ror.:ciz,, 1F.,! thin,a7inst thi:s view. Gruter 

11 71pn] Sutton ,:::rmulates a 

thsory trat .s is animals wi-ich have 

7.usoll a: ha7e- a ilio-trocha:A3rio ba:id 

the of t.e -.psu1e cf the joint,a:_d that thos 

whin L.v. v:A-. a lia,ael--Acus ban3 have 

the muscle, therefore/the/hart:1 is really nothing iclore or 

tLc 

i¡-4..c-t010 CIAL4k.),A), 

1.40e eut. -13. o 

-is, 

bed 

ot 
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THE TENSOR FASCIAE FEMORIS. 
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NERVE SUPPLY.- 
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Jn th r. is sometimes markedly ei 

-C.tI,ii t it a.:ises fro the oreat of the ilium 
f?1 ac< as th, 

iliii(271 aamareci,:1),The 

7,.1.1~.!:or found it 7.:e.:elooea in the scal, 

'wr'r r stat e:,. had ii.ate relatio7.s aith tìe 
carnsus and th,-; e:,:ternal oblitie of the 

L the ,..resnce of a fibrous band(Meokel) 

7n it seams tr., poorly 

dew.,ir::,oci as a ru.e,and always a.:_seht in the 

a ocnsi_eratio7.. cf these _acts it iz not a rfiatter 

:nan,a variac.-le one, 

L. 

cr...:c.nally of oro?crtions. It ;vo:..11d seem cc 

tt, t.:; sheel cf tiares as the 

fie oi 2-lre _s Against 

is 'H-le fact that they hae dfffereht nerves 

:f ,:xst ce r(,membered that in 171an at all 

su,erior an inferior giuteal 1-161.,s arise 

f f cord,two of which,1urnimr.5.and 

a771 1re coTimon to the two nerves,and it is 2ossible 

suppl rathea: tha'A ner-ve su-1,ply is the 

of the 

o(oe t. VI r 4 o 6. 

3s 
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THE PYRIFORMIS SCLE. 

the 

Fruw(1 i tLe fioht of the iiist 3 Oeues of 

1.1.e sauluiti,(2)the iiiuw ust aUove the great suiatiu 

hotuli and the luwei 1.ait LA the ilio-sacral ligawent. 

PT8ErdICK.- into the ilont ul the up.per Lorder oi the 

gieat tiochanter undei cover oi the gluteus weUius. 

Fro, the L.?.uk of the lurubor 

saurai Gun. ant.- tue 

The wuscie is tidli a-fa: sienuer anU. ¡Ault ! 

ur Jess ..tmutu with tile gluteus aleuius in the .outtuckl. 

1h tue tht wusele lies against 

nail ul the uavity with 1..6.rt ul the sacral ..pleus on 

its iiLier SùliaC-:0The wusult k.asses out of the uavity 

ui LuicLu tLe ,itat sOltiG hOtOL LAO tile 

A.L:OL,.,nheie IT. i1 it.it 1.A6' Unuci UI tub 

1.usLeriul Lurutr ui the ,iuttu.s ii,tuius to which it is 

iuu,Th.1t sci-tic herye ewerts iruu1 UhLel cover 

ui its i '11:y alit .. then lits aluh tile pusteriul i_uiUei 

ui its tthUuh. 

(3k,i-illi;IlivL iiivATOvi.i.- iili6 wuscle 1,iestnts great ..vaiT 

-it ious iu si:t tnruughuut tut stilts Qi tlie waLhwalia 

Ltihg_: i"i,ti\ . it'velopeu ih tut uyena,rauuon anU in 

tluu C.ihiura -thtrali-.),silail ih tue TWLeht6 ahO. austh 
L 

lu suuh ahiwais as Lht pi, (Guvier),beai anu UaLoon 

Lieukelil- 

I. CuAi Zed. di t . LI-Lt4, I 36. 
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Put -p.:1thout-t In-the pigCuvier/ and in- the-bear(Neck 1) 

tne-musole has-bserr -re-p-oTted absent, .-t :is like7f tha 

it was crly fused with some of the-neighbouring musci st 
c 

for .aurlt dt Ilended in these animalith the 
Tusci;s47estut-had the sate experience in the 

disseotitn tf amer.ioanus, Hepburn icund the 

muscle present in all four 4Iamilies of the anthrol:,0i4) 

always lenc.ec. as in this specimen with the giuteUs 

m.edius te a greater Cr es extent,ant in all The 

great sciatic nerve passes from under cover cf the 

-usele ?-:nd not tnrcuzh it as is often the case in man6 

THE OBTURATOR INTERNUS. 

ORIGIN.- From te inner surface cf the obturator 

/ F.nd a lar:7e tritngular arc tf bone above.' 

an: tehinc, membrans,telcw the ilio-pectineal line 

ano above the ischial tuberosity. 

INSERTION.- Into the inner part of the upper borderI 

of the great trochanter. 

NtR.VF SUF7LY.- From the nerve to the obturater internus 

which is given off in common with the ReVie 4e 4he 

pudic nerve. 

STR7CTURE.- Ail the fibres converge towards the small! 

sciatic notchlwhere a tendon appears on the deep 

surface of the muscle, replacing the fibres next the 

bone, except at the posterior part where a few are contin- 

ued on at the superior gemellus;the tendon is grooved 

se as to play with ease over the cartilage covered 

notch,,:tich has prominences marked on it which fit in 
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P:ut 'a'1thol:gh in_*.h i -'L4vier. and i.T,. the -bear(l{eckel i 

{ho-muscle- ha-s- bse7 re-ï catad absent, It°is likely that 
? was 7,n l-T füsFcl with sD:fiQ Ji ,h4 ileig 1bCu'lîng mîls::lesy 

for 'J.:_t :c. 
._d it 1-1 ended in these a°ia_s _tl- the . ,, 

_.:tea_ 7l-sc--se7estut- r:ad the sa`;:e eh.Der.ie?1ce in the L 

:sspcti^.-: Of :.sus ame: ^- ...úS - .rn ïGund the _ ! !'ie b 

-^::s c i e, .ese-:t in all four of the anthropoi4 
, 

- .:e-.oec as i~: this s; ec_:::EY with the gluteus 

":.esi'.:s 1c a,;reater C: eY,tent,dnc, î_1 all the 

7rnal sciatic nerve passes frc: under cover cf the e 

iys%:/e and not i..roL=,t: 1-ri, as is often the vase iJ! 

THE OBTURATOR INTERNES. 

ORIGIN.- Fro-. Tne inner surface cf the oht: rator 

fl) and a isrie tr trlg: ar arc cf bone above.. 

and 'e :....d the ...epbrane,telcw the ilio- pectineal line; 

Tntc the inner part of the upper border) 

of the great trochanter. 

NrñVE SUPPLY.- Frc'- the nerve to the obturator inte rnus 

which is riven off i-' oo .rcn with the eevie 4e 4he 

pudic nerve. 

STR:'GTUSE.- All the fitres converge towards the small 

sciatic notch,where a tendon appears on the deep 

surface of the muscle, replacing the fibres next the 

tone, except at the posterior part where a few are Corkin 

ued on as the superior gemellus ;th2 tendon is grooved 

so as to play with ease over the cartilage covered 

notch,which has prominences marked on it which fit ìni 

-. _ ischia_ tl:beTesity. 

7 
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to Cli! rd5l..Gii 1 VG -ieà in t1_6 tei!c.i,ïì. .Ro:.:i",c. this 

j.ortiu:. :.ï ét,.-.e the .,:usúle turns at rl_,i_t aïr0Es to 

1.c.ss to its 1nsertìoi":. 

In tne the t.art uu'oerills tï1C 

...'c 6.1i; le- +'agir ani 

,itl çl15t5 lr..t tuc Ui tiie ïura:,,en. 

Tre last ul L1, :.aU-t lie s líl leláLlull Lu the Sa<:rál 

p.iC.,l.S,i.,,< lvlc 1:_ Ta,i61t :ivG" c.,_u iectu.tl in i.,ïi 

-. .ill. .t.'. f:!;-.. 1=ic-.l, arl.tij 

t.uLlul,: .:t ét.:.11it is iiluuc11 uïiuCl :t,Ùs,.Ùlc.l 

1 ì 1 t.,ese a uruosCU 
ultll. lai c ;ií.Cr l.v.Cr ul 

COMPARATIVL ANATOMY.- This .muscle differs little in 

'.he anthropoid series,but in some animals spews a tend3ncy to 

r 

`area into small bundles. Straus and Durchei:m foun 

in t.:e cat that the :muscle was composed of small conic 

bundles 0,:tich arose by thin tendons placed at some 

Histance the one from the other. in the lowest mammals 

the :)rnithodelpnia,the muscle is altogether wanting. 

e.ccordin, to ').,en ;she same lac c of the muscle is met 

x. 

with in the Cheirontera (Sabatier). This last author 

!found that in the Aves the muscle is arrange d in three 

nortions,the first attached to the pubis,the second 

to the ischium and the tnird to the ilium. Haug htoñ' 

found the same three portions in the erocodilia. 

From this we should conclude that the muscle in man i 

made up of the fusion of these on inaliy separate 

portions. 
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VOLOCY,L6'aER LiMfs. 

THE GEMELL I . 

The tendon of the obturator internus is completely 

hidden from view in the buttock by fleshy fibres which¡ 

correspond to the muscles in man known as the gemelli.; 

In this animal we have seen that the fibres of the 

muscle are transformed into tendon as the muscle passes 

round the lesser sciatic notch,except those at the poster 

surface,be4hf4 Were This is more evident at the upper than 

the lower border. At the upper border these fibres pass out 

on the back of the tendon, and become the superior gemellus 

with no attachment to the bone,in the lower part very 

few of the fibres escape this way,but here the inferior 

gemellus is the larger of the two,the fibres arising 

from the bone immediately below the tendon above and 

nehind the ischial tuberosity. 

The inferior gemellus is inserted into the back of the 

tendon in conjunction with the superior,thus hiding the 

tendon by muscular fibres. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- To these nemmes muscles the nerves of 

supply come from the nerve to the obturator internas 

in the case of the superior,but that to the inferior 

was not found,so probably came from the same source 

as the former. Iiepburn noted that in the gorilla, 

chimpanzee and orang,both muscles were present,but the 

çibbon s}eweda condition similar to the one .lust aescribed, 

and he says apropos of the superior bundle of fibres. 

"When tht. position of this fasiculus is considered in 

the light of an undoubted inferior gemellus which is 





myoLoar, leet4ER LIME. 

placed subjacent to the tendon, we are fairly :ustifi a 

in eenclueing that thr-s superficial fibres represent 

tee suerior eemellus eetaohea from their true osseou. 

ecenect.icn to tee isohium.' While being in accord 

with Hepburn as to the fibres representing the superi r 

gemellus, I do not agree with him that the true oesece s 

attachment of the gemellue is the ischium in the regi 

cf the spine. We see here one of the steps by which 

the two i;emelli have been evolved out of the common 

mass of the otturater internus. I believe the two 

eemelli are developed as follows. In many of the lowe 

anieale if the line of the obturaeor internus be stud ed 

it will be seen that tee euseie. is able to pass ovt 

ef the pelvie to it insertion into the femur in near 

a eteait line, or one with only a very obtuse angle 

,7,n it. Stending ehind the skeletons of the elephants 

in the ee-eum of 7ninkergh University one has a very 

food deeenetration of this fact, the skeleton of the 

crocodile close by e shews this arrangement even bett.r, 

this last animal however» find, does not seem to 

i.oseees the muscle at all. In other animals the angle 

becomes nearly a rilejnt angle or even slightly acute 

ueeer two conditions. Firstly when the ischium proects 

ferther backwarde as in most of the quadrupeds; 

secondly when the oriein of the muscle is carriea 

forward by the projection of the symphysis and the 

deepening of the pelvis as in the anthropoids and man. 

With the developement of this angle on the tendon, 
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the necessity for anchoring the tendon in place as it 

turn rcunt the bogie bleemes apparaent, the more so 

r ßíT t; :,tt in '11á-'ír 
i `ia 1 s the Spine of the isChium 

is hut poorly i :,77 Ì 7.c,.i. This fixation or an-)horing 

2 bro`:ot at,out two ;Pays, C -le or Uoth cf which 

na', be present le t 
, 

sa-le animal. The first methoa is 

by fixing se :1c of the f il,res of trie muscle to either 

sine of the tendon in tne region of the pulley. "pse 

f i re ; con.zt i tute the ger:el l i, ana may be upon 

a 
r: 

.n the remains of that art ci the muscle which was 

oriOnally oUt.sice o1 the cavity ci the pelvis, the 

of the extra Pelvic portion having become 

trap: _'or:eea rito ten,len. Th' _eeo ̂c_ method Of liking 

the t -1dor IF i,_y ri dt,es on the cartilaginous - 

surfa :e of the pu! i. -;; , these ridges f itti_1 . into 

scene - cr: the under surfa e of the teriaon. Their 

net i {fin cari well be compared with that of a guide on 

the piston rod of a steam engine. loth these Methods 

of fixation are fauna in cyan, but other animais there 

a.re, in which oni,i one of these aR fa =s methoas is 

adopted. In the f t,w reports in í7r1? en trie description 

of Vie :r,useles is full; given there seems to be an 

apparent ratio between the two methots. In the Giiscus 

Gunning11am noted that the tendon was not grooved, neither 

was the cartilage raisea into ridges, but the genielli 

are aescribec as being "enormously aevelopen." -The 

sanie author noted the sanie facts regaraing the tendon 

in Thylacinus, ana here "the ter:leìli are still more 
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strongly nlarkea"E tha.l Cuscus 0, and each consists of 

a st,perifcial ana a uee; segment." In the camel, in 

trie skeletons which I ha:e exau:i:iea in the University 

anu !,h?.rtberaStreet museums, both the one and the two 

humped T:ariety, srew a çreat davelof,ert!ent of the riúg s 

in tl!e, reOon of the small sciatic notch, inaeea they 

are tj.r- only animals in the skeleton of which I have 

found the riri?s marked in the none, Mere they are 

well i::arkeu anc: rien covered by cartillage must be 

consicera;-' e height. .erom this one would suppose 

that tr.ere would only:- i,e EhriF f lÍ of small 

unless ±hn Sa:t!^ ^.?.use th_ eh has ü',J0 rat ed in the prod 

-'^,1.On of the riáF,°^, has also caused th.e ge;'}elli to 

ijnV10t. o larnl_ also. Unfortunately can f inU no 

reference to ?. cifsseetion of this animal. In the 

elephant where, as was pointed out, there was no need 

for anc`!ori:,; the muscle, there are no gemelii and 

o Rtan t i o^ is made by :ia ; _ and Greenwood' cz .of ridgies 

on the cart i lae. I n the gibbon we have the r icígés 

presnnt and onv one J4emr'ìlus, the inferior. The-super- 

ior ur:e'- :us, or rather the muscle fibres of the' 

ettra pelvic portion cf the muscle which represent it 

are not attached to the isc hial spine, as in this case 

there i`' nt) reFa for two 2,-enielli. 



MYOLOCY,LOWER 

THE QUADRATUS FEI4ORIS. 

orRICIN.- (1) From the outer and upper surface of the 

button like ischial tuberosity,() from the smooth 

surface of bone above and to the outer side of that 

tuberosity. 

INSERTION.- Into an area of bone 1A Q.M. long on the 

back of the upper part of the femur just below the great 

trochanter, overlapping posteriorly the upper border 

of the adductor magnus to which it is partially fused. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- From the posterior border of the great 

sciatic nerve. The nerve is given off opposite the inter - 

muscular space between the gluteus minimus andthe obturator 

internus,which space it enters and running down between 

the bone and the tendon of the latter muscle with the 

inferior gemellus,to enter the deep surface of the 

quadratus femoris. No twig was noticed passing either 

to the inferior gemellus or to the adductor magnus. 

STRUCTURE.- The muscle bears the shape from which it 

has derived its name,being of a sq'are shape with fibres 

which pass straight from their mrigin to their insertion. 

RELATIONS.- The muscle is overlapped by the gluteus 

maximus,origin of the hamstrings,and the great sciatic 

vessels and nerves. Deeper than the muscle lies the neck 

of the femur and a branch of the internal circumflex 

artery, or what appears to correspond to that artery. 

The upper border is in contact with the gemellus inferior 

the lower with the adductor magnus which it overlies 

behind. 

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY.- This muscle was found well 
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marked and separated off from adjacent muscle sin all 

four of Hepburn's apes,the gibbon being the only one 

in which the muscle overlapped the adductor magnus. 

The muscle seems to be an extension of the g4.144e14a 

adductor magnus from its close relation with that muscle, 

though Theilé'has drawn attention to the fact that 

in man absence of the quadratus femoris is often associated 

with a large pair of gemelli. hut I do not think even 

considering the nerve supply that the muscle belongs to 

the gemelli group,which I believe come from the inside 

of the pelvis. The enlargement Theile notices in the 

zemelli with absence of the quadratus,is probably due 

to the gemelli taking on the function of the absent 

muscle. Testut oointsout that in Dasypus sexcinctus 

the muscle is absent,while the gemelli are only very 

sma'1 l 

t3. 
68. 
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fscias 'of the thigh 

THE FASCIAE. The superficial fascia .needs no spedi 

descriptitntit contai-ne little-or no- fat,and there- 

were a fr .-: :::phatio ?lands situated juSi-, cow Peu- 

Ti., deep fascia was ::_arked,ut had no'saphenous 

ooenin at tne er part cf the thigh,it.was arrang'-o 

as 2 trouser to the tni,;n-,closely applied to the 

-us-!.Ies,anc kee;,ina them in their place.. The ilio- 

tiOial band was ,,e11--aTtron the-outer side,and 

haa -ne tensor fascia fetris -anti greater part -os 

tns ,71uteus inserted into its upper part, 

Tnnre nn sT:phenout rein there is nc sahel - 

r.hin:;a few suerficial arteries pierce the 

er ',Jar,. of 1..!-.e fasnia. 

P.R orccesses of deep fascia are sent in to the bone 

uP the into three c.xflpart7lents 

as in 7.-an,n:c7 fnr the e::tenscrs,one for the flexors 

or hastrin s,n6 one for tne ardOuctors. 

MUCLES. 

Th33e into tree rain classes: 

U.1",::ter-rn,'2).Fle::ors or hamstrings,:;3).Adductor 

:. It the :ain groups anotner must be added,includin 

a few .:usoles which.co:.e under none of -these classes 

(1).NE EXTUISORS. 

This -,r-oup contaits four lare and pnwerfull7 deveio 

lustles,the reotus les:inris,the crureus,and the 

te;t, vasti .soles internal and external. 



THE RECTUS FEMORIS. 

This is ?. Inn ..i':.n iïlCiNi::G.l muscle situated 

superficial to trs others. 

ORIGIi; .- B. a ro-_r.;:s,1 t.:.._ fror. the anterior margin 

OL the.: iliac Crest . 8t above the aceta.buluú:. 

'NSERT:ON. - By oi a te nd into the upper tor-. . or- 

...el- of th at e1 la, OvÇr ,;^'icn it is continued into 

r, _: a.. ..t'.::.. patellae;-:?a= ?ha attac'.T?':e]1t of the 

t:: on it is fusera to that of the 7ast..t, C.stei:ius. 

I Eâ.'E 7IFLY.-From the anterior crural ,bÿ a riere 

enters the .'i:s0l8 3 C.:..ti?i0' its origin,a.nd 

a::ot..Ar 6nio:- is lar er vyhicb. enters its c:aeu surface 

a...-o1:± its middle acco::-.,anied '-y an artery. 

STF.7OT1thE.- Tns tend of origin passes further down 

i-s anterior tna n on its posterior surface,but 

after -ho:i 3 c.rn.it becomes entirely surrounded by 

r fires and disappears from an cross 

sect o; it is seen to e.%tend for X of its 1en?th. 

A tendon-!f inserti ch tezins on the deep surface 

as far _ as the j.noticn cf the urpe_ fourth with 

th ree -i*::r .-s,beco irg thicker and more 

:ark,' as it reaches the ßa43 -1-a loer en1 of the musOle, 

wnere it r:_'a__y surrounds the few remaining fibres 

(See nppes i t e over. 

RELATIONS.- At its- ori4in it lies below the sartorius 

and between the iliacus on the inside and the tensor 

fasciae famcris on the outside. The muscle then passet 
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;r Îrt;7t of the .outer pari of the iliacus fron which 

_t is separated by the :..te:.-la, v'esse_sgtnE:: enters a 

- rCO']e f:meu :2,tera_l the two vasti musCles.. 

-"5 f_cor being completed orurrusgtre nerves 

a:^.,j vessels tt these muscle passing behind the rectus 

7}:e a:itericr .-..';ace cf the muscle is subeutaneous 

6:;9l 21 its criái.i where the sc,.T'toriu5 covers it, 

Tr.ry ;r:t_e :7,.se18 is situated mcre or: the inner side 

c: ' i q=. than in man. 

_'Or(FARATIVE ANATOMY.- This will te 1=alt wi.th at the 

-.-* -. - _-._sc r gr^ t, as will the comparative 

c: t..: . mebs -s cf the group. - 

THE VASTUS EXTERNUS. 

`.:scie f-0r°s t _iesiiy mass Qiî the irCiit and 

5,pects of t hs thy.:;, in the upper two- thirds. 

OR 1 -Gr1T. (1) : re-- 
t.. 

c th. + n+ t:- iron ï e great trochanter 

Internal t-t - t.. 'insertion of the gluteus minimus, 

(2) --,., *._, _c, bord-er .and outer surface of the 

great t rcchanter, (.) f _c:a a linear attachment to the 

cuter side of the 71 _ .eai ridge which reaches down to 

-h. .ai° o_ the tOne,4' frc m a septum Getaeen it 

the iuteus ü:axirus Ithe ibies of the two muscles 

almost -cont ir,uous,and 'a septum between it and 

-r6ráus,'-3) from the dense apcneurotic fascia over 

t..; uswe. 

INSERTION . -- In common with the tendez of the rectus 

f e;neris into tie urer border of the patella, the fibre 

caing continued dòwn in front tf that bone. 
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NERVE !UFFLY.- The deep-division of the anterior 

trura1 nerve,by a branch which in copany with the 
1 

-csnaing branch cf 'the e:ternal circumflex artery 

passes downwards and outwards under cover cf the rectils 

femoris to snter the m-Tddle of the muScle. 

STPUCTUPE.- The tendon of origin is prolon,.ged down 

n the euter s.rfac e of the upper two-thirds-of the 

muscle as a dense aponeurotic.fascia,while the tendon 

of livertion is in like manner prolonged up on the 

1 inner surface of the lower tws-thirds,so that the 

short in,;sole fibres pass obliquely fro;il.one to the 

other, the musole taperin:g off to a narrow tendon below. 

RELATTOW,.- Tne =sole lies immediately under the 

faseia lata of the thigh t.,c the outer side cf the 

rents fameris. ,Iperficial to the upper part al7e 

seanscrius,tensor fassiae ier:cris and the superficial 

fic.res of t e ;luteus maximus,a bursa separating- tne 

last named muscle. 17:e:hind are the aeep fibres of the 

i's ajm above,and tne fibres of the crureus 

.-'eep surface is in oentact with the ul.;er 1 

:n.r7 ehaft of the femur a.ha the crureus 

THE VASTUS INTERNUS AND CRUREUS. 

form a sheath for the inner and 

surfaces of the mida.e 
. 

the 
. , 

the shaft the iemut 

lower third they also olothe the outer surface 

Srloy are however so fused together that it is impossilile 

to say where one begins and the other ends;they will i 

therefore be- considered together. 



A 14,? n' L y.7-3 , 

ORICIN.- (1) Fr orm the iir part-cf-ths &nteriOr inter- 
trosn-ntsris lihe,the f];:e-t sf-the small trcohanter 

ad ir anfront SLrfan-es-cr. the shaft cf 

the 'cone-in r:cnt tf the insertions of the iliatus, 

pestinens,andtttort longus and maghus,C2i from the 

tenccns of insertion of the. two last muscles and the 

loasr tart cf the internal supra conayloid ridge, 

frtm the external supra condylcid ridge and ths 

eternaI intsrmussular septum between.it and the 

short head of the :iceps,!4, from the outer surface 

of ths shaft of the Sons n its lower two-thirs. 

INSERTION.- :nt.'s tne per border and sides of the 

patslla uhds-, cser or the -:astus externus and rectus 

femoris tenns. 

MITE STIFFLY.- 'r7rom'tie deep dfyision CI the ahteric r 

Crural ner7e,the transh to the vastus intsrnus enteriAg 

at a h4her le:s1 tha.1:. that to the crure s,which 

snters atout the middle of the muscle. 

STPUCTURE.- The muscles arise from their origins by 

f17:1shy fitres,and are inserted by tehdons.which appea - 

first on their anterior surfaces. Together they help 

to to= a deep groove'which is completed by the vastu 

externus in which is lodged the rectus femoris. 

RELATIONS.- In froqis the rectus femoris separated 

by the neres of supply to the muscles and by the 

branches of the external circumflex artery. The bone 

in relation to the deep surface . To the inner side 

are the adductor group,the structures in Hunter's 

canal and the branches of the obturator nerve. The 

4g, 
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So 

sart.-:ci s .,._sels. E_Fs in frs__t t: tl<e upptr t but par 

te t_,e inner si1- of t:.- :.,-asr part. 

THE CO'f?ARATIVE AN TD'S' OF THE MUSCLES ON THE FRONT 

D^ THE T?? I ^'í. 

RECTUS FEMORIS.(Comp.Anat.) 

This muscle differs in many ways from the same muscle 

as fount in man. The muscle has only one point of origin 

from the ilium. Hepburn' noted that in the lower limb 

of the gibbon the muscle had only one origin,although 

he was able to find a double origin for the muscle In 

the c,orilla,chimoanTee and orang.Zn the latter animal 
Hepburn 

Primrose differs from h4R,for the orang he dissected 

had only one origin from the anterior margin of the 

Ilium. Champneys and Testut 
. 

found in thSir respective 

chimpanzees that there was only one origin. Throughout 

the Mammals there are,as a rule,two heads to this 

muscle,but in certain of them there is only one,or 

at least a fusion of the two,as in The Lemuridae, 

Cvnocephalus ,dog,sheep,hyena,Kangaroo and the Rodents 

according to Testut. Macalister found there was only 

one head in a great many of the Marsupials,such as 

the Fox,,A ,!Tombat,Opossum,Tasmanian Devil,the Great 

and in Bennet's kangaroos. Nevertheless Cunningham 

found both heads present in Cuscus and Thylacinus,so 

the single condition is not constant in the Marsupials ¡. 

In the gibbon the muscle was round and cylindrical,en 

cross section it shewed the tendon of origin running 
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down the centre of the muscle for X of its length, 

Íwhile the tendon of insertion surrounded the muscle and 

extended up for naarly X of its extent,so that the 

'muscle on cross section shewed tendon muscle tendon 

from without inwards. The tendon of insertion was wealk 

and difficient only in front. The fibres ran from one 

tendon to the other. In man the tendons are arranged 

Iton the front and on the back of the muscle,the former 

being the tendon of origin and the tatter that of inser- 

tion. The fleshy fibres in man running outwards and 

downwards,diverging from the tendon of origin,then 

!passing round the border of the muscle to pass now 

downwards- and inwards converging on the tendon of 

insertion. The muscle in man must therefore have opened 

out and become flat so as to show the tendon of origin 

on its anterior surface instead of keeping it in the 

centre of the muscle By this opening out, the tendon 

of insertion has become posterior. See -F(5s.z.1 /3, 9,j,.. h, 

Many of the fibres of the muscle passed over the 

patelia,and were directly continuous with those of 

the ligamentum patellae. The patella may be absent in 

some animals;this was the case in the 6uscus and 

Thylacinus,(Cunningham). The absence of the patella 

is not an absolute bar to perfect walking,as a surgeon 

(Mr.Caird.) once told me that he had seen a man walk 

perfectly well after the patella had been completely 

removed by operation. 
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TRICEPS EXTENSOR CRURI.(Comp.Anat.) 

This differed in no important way from the condition 

found in man,except in the more intimate blending of 

the internal oblique with the crureus. This fusion 

with the internal vastus is the normal condition in 

the Hyena,9ear and seal,(Testut.). The insertion of 

the vastus externus was more in common with the tend 

of the rectus femoris than with the other two muscle 

n 

iepburnLdescribed a subcrureus muscle,but I did not find 

any bundles of fibres which were separated and definite 

enough to warrant that name being applied to them. 

. or (,-, aoi. 3, 16. 7A. 
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EXPLANATION OP PLATE. LX_- 

Shewin ; the inner side of triir_,h and 1e4_. 

.p The syrlj..ilysis pubis. 

7.M The ie:noral vessels in Scarpa's triare 

The pectinous. 

The sartorius. 

Ad.L The adductor lon 4s. 

The rectus fe;noris. 

Thp vastus externus. 

.I The vastus internas. 

. The d ep division of the anastomotica. 

_ . nd Tendon of the adductor magnus. 

Me patella. 

Internal lateral li _ament of knee. 

I.I., Inferior internal articular artery. 

S.: The superficial division of the anasto 

!notic arteryaccompanied by the long saphenous vein 

and nerve, the latter not shewn. 

The gastrocnemius. 

B Biceps fie-.,:or cruris cut short. 

5.; The semimcrnbranosus muscle and tendon. 

Gra. The gracilis. 

S.T The semitendinosus. 

Ad.M The adductor manus. 

le. 
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The ad ductor Froup f muscles:these include the adduct- 

-ors lohus,brevis,and maFmus,with the FI,;racilis and 

the pr-tin,us. 

THE GRACILIS. 

This is cnz thin strap-like muscle situated along 

the side of the thigh and reaching to below 

the mee. 

a:/ a flat tendon 1 c.m.wide from the front 

of the body c the pubis near the upper border,placedi 

cdliquely in front and above the origin of the adductr 

INSERTION.- Fy a flat aponeurctic tendon which fuses ; 

with that of tH, semitendinosus below and behind, 

into the inner border of the upper uart of the shaft 

of the tibia,its lcer border lue passing continuousl 

into the deep fascia of the leg,especially over the 1 

calf were the fascia is stronest.The upper border 1 

of tte tendon, being 4 c.m.below the level of the joint. 

7TBUCTURE.- Flat above,becoming more triangular elow 

the fibres being fleshy throughout nearly thoir wholei 

extent, 

NERVE SUPPLY.- Comes from the anterior division of 

the obturator which reaches the muscle on its deep 

surface by turning round the inner border cf the 

adductor lon2;us. 

RELATIONS.- The muscle lies subcutaneously in front 

of the adductor longus,theh to its inner side of that 
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muse le and of the adductor ï:lag;'ius, to which it also 

lies posterior in the lower ;arz of the thigh. TO 

the inner side is the serfiitendinosus which sli htly 

Uroo>=:s the muscle,and at its insertion the tendon 

of i;ne sartorius lies above and in front4Bet.,=een the ; 

two,howevnr, tï_., lone saphenous nerve and its accom;la-rO.;- 

7essels(anastoF... ,ic) pass down the leg, crossin 

the inse Y t ion of the muscle. superficially. 

THEPECTINEUS MUSCLE. 

Li pa,$ =- :,ß_:c1, the shape and proportion 

t^ :t it has in manr 

ORIGIN.- Trom the front of the horizontal rams of 

the pubis external to the adductor fongus. 

'NSERTIOId.- By a contincus insertion into the inner 

t'art of the C,.Fea-t trochanter(small) internally to thé 

insertion of the pscas,and into the line leading 

from this +o the_ inner lip of the linea aspera in 

front of the adductor brevis and above the longus. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- From the superficial division of the 

anterior crural nerve by two twigs which pass inward4 

under the femoral vessels as they lie in the femoral 

sheath,and supply the muscle by entering its front 

and outer aspect. There were no twigs from the obturator. 

STRUCTURE. - The muscle is rather triangular ,fleshy 

in its whole extent,and twisted on itself,as indeed 

to a certain e.ent are all the adductors, so that 

the anterior surface comes to look outwards as the 
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muscle proceeds from its on in to its insertion. 

RELATIONS.- in front of the muscle are the structures 

in Scarpa's t r.ianle,fat,the femoral sheath and its 

conte ts,prof r.4a ziesSels,and at its insertion the 

i l iacus above and trie last us ìn.ternus below. Behind 

it are he adductor r. r:: is,the anterior edge of the 

obturator e: :ternus,obturator nerve,iriner part cf the 

hip joint. Its in:-e_ and lower border is in contact 

with tne adductor lonz.us,the outer and upper with 

the psoas and him joint,8, adductor brevis is seen in 

the floor of S -,::ma's triangle. 

THE ADDUCTOR LONGUS MUSCLE. 

Situa ;d h- pectine and tige gracilis. 

ORICIN.- By a _± _endos 1 c.m.broad fro m the front 

of t1- body ci pili_ is,behind,below,and to the 

out: side ci t h e origtrybf the gracil-is,and tc the 

inner sicle ci the on _,in of the pectineus muscle. 

IUSERTION.- By a thin tendon into the whole length 

of the 6ha4 linea aspera,corresponding to the middle 

third or more of the shaft of the femur,its lower 

part being incorporated with the insertion of trie 

adductor magnus. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- By two nerves from the anterior di-; is- 

- --icn of the obturator nere,one from the branch to 

the gracilis which turns round its inner border, 

the other and larger is a branch which loaves the 

nerve lower down,They both enter the deep surface of 
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the muscle. The lower one pierces tile- muscle and is 

continued on as a lare nerve which broa1ts up into 

branches to the knee Toint,subsarto.rial ple_1us,ana th 

f eriìor.I vessels. 

STPUCT7PE.- The muscle is triangular in shape, its ape 

rc-n its rose Toe origin and its base at is 

insertion,the inner corder being much longer toan the 

outer one. All the fibres give way to tendon some-- 

distance from their insertion;the muscle is twisted o: 

itself ±ne same way as the pectineus is dascri4ed 

as twistin . ' 

RELATIO':rS.- The muscle has the gracilis in front of 

its .Or:_ nÿit he?'s 'O fo= part- oi the floc= and 

inner boundary ci Scarpars triar'gle,rzavi: the con ten 

of that triangle lyin on it,such as the vessels ana 

some of ±::e branches of the anterior crural nerve. 

Behind the muscle are the .adcuctors manus and brevis 

with the oranches oí . the obturator nerve s The upper 

a:?(:: outer border is in contact with the pectineus 

st'uar?ted by the deep femoral vessels,i s the vessels 

were not injected the smaller ones such as the peïfOr- 

atin_; iá trio exist arare not followed. 

THE ADDUCTOR BRI V I S. 
ORIGIN.- By a narrow tendon from the front of the body 

cf the pubis under cotrer of the adductor iongus,gracil 

and pubic portion of the magnus,and between these musc 

and the pectineus and obturator externus. 

s, 

es 

á 



INSERTION.- This is into the femur behind the r. . .. - :. 

in-two layers,the anterior beino attached to the bo n- 

just external to the lesser trochanter and into tîae 

line leading from here to the inner lip of the linea 

aspera,tr,e muscle e or y cocupying the upper half of the 

iine,Tne posterior layer has practically trie same ii sert - 

i-ion a little oerind and exte.rna ,out the lower corder 

passes almost without` interruption iA.i0 the front of,, 

the upper . part- of the pubic portion cf trie adc.uctor 

Magnus. 

NERVE S7FPLY. -Frcm the large branch of the obturator 

which pierces the muscle between the two la; ers,and a 

shall branch of the anterior division. 

STRUCTURE.- The ,euscie is triagular and arrangea like 

the adductor- fongus, but is of smaller size, and separate; 

into two layers by the obturator finer ve,Tfie separation 

begins sr.Ort ìy after the tendon of origin rias given 

plage to muscular fibres,The tao layers are joined at 

their upper borders except at tne place where the nerve 

enters. The muscle is quite free from the _:agnus at its 

origin. 

RELATIONS.- Those of origin and insertion of the musce 

have already been dealt within front/lie the pest ineus 

and Adductor longus separated by the anterior division 

of the obturator nerve, no part of the muscle appearing 

in the floor of gcarpa's triagle. The upper border i 

in contact with the_obturator exterrlus; the posterior 

surface is in contact with the posterior division of 
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the opturato-r nerve and the pucic portion of the accluictor 
- i 

maónus. 

THE ADDUCTOR MA GNUS . j 

RIGIN.- As the --.,scie, w;nich is a large and massive one 

is divided roughly into two parts, their origins and i1- 
-sertions will be considered separateiy;the two portiolns 

will be- tailed psbic-and t- schiai,aithough the-pubic 

portion has an origin extending on theischium. ' 

The Putic Portion arises.irom (1) from the bone just 

-external tc the sympÌ ysis pubis, which in this animal its 

extensive, and extends down to the level of but not as 

far back as the ischiai callosities; (2) i' rom the monel 

in iront and te the c- ter side of trie origin of t he 
. A 

Ischia' portion. 

The !schiai Portion arises from the front,outer side, 

and upper surface . of the - ischial cal losity,and from the 

dense fibrous tissue covering it. Behind thin head is 

incorporated for some 'fray with the common origin of 

' the hamstrings,bei-rì situated behind and superficial 

to-the pub-ic- porti-on(pcsterior part). 

PEEVE SUPPLY.- Tie pubic portion has tao twigs from the 

obturaier,áne Which passes down behind the adductor 

brevis and-the other which pierces that muscle and supplies 

the .Magnus lower down than the former branch. No twig 

was:found from -the nerve to the quadrates femoris. 

The i .trial portion was supplied by the great sciat i;o 

nerve from the large common trunk which goo -s to the 

hamstrings;this :ranch enters the muscle behind. 
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INSERTION.- The pucic portion-fuses with the bat.< of the 

tendon- of insertion of- the adductor. lvnäus,The upper j,ärt 
i- 

of The pu:.ic rQrtior: is separated from the lower by t: 
1sep femoral iesse..s,ana^ls Prolonged up behind The 

bre"iá,the posterior lay8r of which is attached to it,I 

a:ìr~i is inserted as far up as the ridge for t ne CjiïaGratils 

femorisBeiow the pubic portion at its insertion is 

-continuous With the ischial- portion. 

The ischial portion is attached by a thin tendon 7 o :n. 

io ng,whioh bridges hirer the femoral vessels just below 

the middle of the t_:ig zhen broadening out it is inSe t- 

-e into the upper half of the internal supra condyloiAi 

ridge of the-= iernur,sending fibres a7 so to the lower part 

of the tendon of the pub t portionaIt is this fused .part 

really bridges over the vessels. 

7.-Rt1CTURE. The pubic-portìcn is fleshy until it joins; 

adductor longus;thick at the lower border it becomes 

progressively thinner as it nears the upper borde-z,oeing 

twisted on itself is all the other adductor are. 

The ischial pòrtion i's 
.triagular on cross section ,1 

flat on its - subcutaneous surface and where it is in 

apposition with the p:bic portion,grooved where it is 

in-contact with -the_.senîitendinosus, and tapering towards 

its insertion. The pubic portion is in addition divide4 

by the deep-femoral-vessels into a part associated 

with the lori gus and a paya 4 part associated with the 

brevis. 

RELATIONS.- In front of the pubic portion are the 
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nAxA'l'IVE (JF THE Ai1DUt,2'URS. . 

6,2. 

THE CRACILIS.(Comp.Anat.) 

This was a more powerful muscle than the sane muscle 

in 1ian,its origin was narrow and tendinous and ala not 

stray pto either rami of tiffe pubis, as is the case in 

most of the other anthropoids wnicn nepburn reports o 

Fick and Primrose,while noting the strength of the 

iuscie,do not find it passing off tue Jody of the pub's. 
uwintY, to its insertion low aown tige leg,the muscle 

must have a very strong flexor action on thé knee 

.oint. iiepburri draws attxention to this action of île ion 

in the gibbon ana orang, being more marked than in the 

chimpanzee and gorilla;ne thinks that it is associate 

with the aruureal naoits of the two former animals. 

A,uon animals lower down the scale than the anthropo ds 

the muscle has a wide range of insertion,anú is usual y 

4 
a larger muscle relatively than in man. In the ai the 

tendon reaches down to the internal malieolus,while 

in the seals the tendon passes to the foot;iri the pig 

on the contrary the tension only reaches the patella. 

ADDUCTOR I3REVIS. ( Comp.Anat. ) 

This :uuscit,,single at its origin,segments into two 

layers,the posterior of which passes to become blende 

with the upper part of the pubic portion of the adduc 

6 

tor magnus. Hepburn describes the muscle as one layer 

but notes the fusion with the adductor magnus at the 

lower part of the insertion. This division of the 

adductor orevis into two has been noted in man by 

7 t. 9- 

many anatomists,`l'estut,Ouain ana i"iacalister;tne last 
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fnentlonea writer has noten tniee divisioI1s in tisis same 

muscle. 

ADDUCTOR LONGUS. (Comp.Anat. ) 

This muscle arose 'oy a snort fiat tenaon,ano in this 

respect was lifferer,t from its corresponding muscle 

in nlan,At its insertion it was fused with the adductor 

ma ,nus, but dia nut extend further down tige femur tnani. 

in man. Primrose noted in dis o16.n4 that the longus 

reaches to witnin 2. c.m. of the internal condyle. 
A. 

Huïphry founa in tne Unau tue adductor longus reaching 
3 

to the reL,ion of the inteinal conayle,macali tei note 

that- the same tiling mignt occur as an anomaly in 

tne human sud,: ect. l'ne muscle is often found soucie in 

man, as wi1i oe seen in tne variations noted in all 

the larger anatomical text DOOI {S,bUt this animal snowed 

no sign of Segmentation. 

ADDUCTOR MAGNUS.(Comp.Anat.) 

Tnis muscle rias been aescrii eu were as having a pubic 

and an iscnial portion.It is the most powerful muscle 

in tue acductol group,uut only the puulc portion can 

tie considered to oe an aaductoi,for from the position 

of the ischial portion titis part of the liluscie must 

act chiefly as a- hamstring muscle. The ischiai portion 

noes not reach gown to the internal conayle,out ends 

on the supra cunayloiu ridge. The two parts are not 

sepalateu altoetner, for near their insertion they 

din to uric ,e over the placé where the femoral vessels 

become tne popliteal vessels. Hepburn founa that the 

vessels did not pierce the muscle. 
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Primrose noted in the orang that the rounded tendon 

of the isunial part passed not uhly tu the internal 

uona_yle but into the internal lateral ligament of the 

Knee oint,nlana Sutton found the same conaition in 

two young orants in a more marKea manner. There seems 

to be no aouot that the internal lateral ligament of 

taie e.nee,wnicn is a flat structure piacea some way 

from tne oint, is the remains left by tiffe recession 

of the luwer f ibies of tais part of the aauuctor magn 

'i'ne ui i f Brent i,erve supplies to the two portions of 

the .:,usuie,the obturator supplying the .pubic while th 

great sciatic supplies the ischial purtion,shows that 

the two portions of the Muscle are probably originali 

separate. 

Turning now to the upper part of the muscle, we find 

this is composea of the pubic portion ,the flores of 

Wi,icn fun out in a transverse direction to the femur, 

ana are divided partially by tne branches of the deep 

femoral vessels into a part which is associatèa with 

the brevis ana quauratus iemoris,ana a part associate 

and fusea to the adductof longus. Of these two parts 

the former is placea above the latter. The former is 

closely associatea with tue posterior lamina of the 

adductor urevis,uut only at its insertion, the origins 

of each being quite separate. It is to this portion 

of the muscle teat the name of'adauctor quartus' was 

4.. 

s. 

given toy uiemerprocK. Gunthd.gave the dame 
... , 

d- -t - 

nrinfmus'to the same part. Under the latter name hepuu n 
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describes another muscle in ti.e aaauctor region of 

eacn one of the anthropoias,This muscle he finas cris, 

from cetween tige ìongus ana orevis on the une nana,an 

tue ootuiatoi e xternus and auauctor ma=ffias on the otu 

separates iiom the latter by an interval. The aaaucto 

orevis in the orari_; ana cniIilpanZee was f Duna ana note 

to oe nilaminar,This posterior part of the the orevis 

is therefore thought to be the transitional part of 

trie muscle which he found sepaiate in t le goi ii ia. 

'fuis I tuinr_ to ne tiffe case,,as in this animai the po 

layer of the auauctor orevis is eviaently becoming 

blendid with the upper part 01 the pubic portion of 

tue adductor m.agnus. 

terioi' 

I t must be rememoered that there is another auuucto 

described uy wood ana afterwards. by_4acalister in tl 
human surs; ect,ana that is the small portion of tue 

ternal obturator muscle wnich is cut off by the oUturator 

nerve. I t is referrea to fully with tree external ootu 

ator,anu was in tais animai well maries. 

THE PECTINEUS.(Comp.Anat.) 

'rom the uescriptiou of this muscle it will be lean 

that it differed little iront that in man. The muscle 

bao a single nerve supply from the anterior crural, 

No twig came from the outuratur nerve. The muscle not 

at its origin ana at its insertion was apparer.tiy in 

tiffe sasse layer as the auauctor .longus,aria this would 

lean one tu suppose that they were merely segweiitea 

portions of tue sanie muscular sneet,Tne two muscles 

1 
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are directly continuous at their origin in the .Elephat t 
4 

(Mall and Greenwood). Hepburn very shrewdly points 

out how easy it would the for a portion of the longus 

to adhere to the pectineus and thus give rise to 

the double nerve supply. In the same way must be acco1 nted 

for the fact that in many animals, the hacoon(Mieckel)a 

Ox( "'estut), and in the Echiana(Ali:49 the muscle 

arises by a single head apart from the longus and is 

rai' : -.ec into two portions at its insertion. Testut4 

found the nusole double at its insertion in the orang 
6 

but such was not the case in either Primrose or Hepbu-n's 

dissection of that animal. 

Bland Sutton? concludes that the muscle is closely 

associated with the l igamentum teres in the hip joint 

that curious structure being nothing more or less tha' 

a detached part of the muscle. In an Ostrich chick 

he found the ligament and the anibiens muscle continuos 

The anbions muscle of birds largely oorresponas to 

the tectineus muscle in nac: ::!gals. 

(1,11. 14 III/ rio9 
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Thit 7ro .p" e"f hamstrings- is situated as _n' i an on the 

ack Of -the! thi h,it consists of"thefcllowning muscles 

the 'osp ,s mite'....jr sus and se i`ifrrbranosuz muscles, 

The _schia_ portion of :he aiduotor Magnus and the 

lower ;Laie: c the _lutsus -:aî:imus might quite well be 

associated ','itr = ".,": _ :+. for convenience they have bee 

desorit els wr =_ _ . 

THE BICEPS FLEXOR CRJRIS. 

This le like its ho-nolop;ue in ma _,has two 

heads of origin,cf which ch the long or ischi :l head only 

is strictly s s ski-. _, a hamstring muscle. 

ORIGIN.- Lor, _ _m the common tend0n o` or'`;ir. 

cf the. hats i rt m the front and lower surfaces cf 

the sch_iaì tuterosit_-,the same tendon giving origin 

:o the lower fibres of the gluteus Maximus muscle. 

Short ;nad :froc^: '1 The cuter lip of the linea aspe 

i:_ its lofer half , "2 from the back of the lower half 

of the external inter muscular septum which intervenes 

betw -_. _t and the uteus maximus and the crureus. 

INSERTION.- Into the iR??9r outer tuberosit. of the 

he ac: cf the tibia sense ..a- in front and above the 

.r 

head of the fibula,and into the deep facia of the leg 

b7 a. prolongation of the lower margin of the flat 

tendon. 

ITEPVE STTPPLY.- Both heads are supplied by the_ treat 

soiatc nerve,The long head receives a branch from th_ 

trunk which goes to supply all the hamstrings,This 

enters the upper part of the muscle, ust above the 

i. 
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junction-of the io rw and short-heads-the great sciati 

V:ves-off.anoth-er branch to.this-h...41etween these 

two branches of r-rIpply two fina se filaments were 
seen ents-oing the mussla from t -2cs at 

The Ocl.t hai "I'Si7C7S a sn;-'le 

ranco,hich i,-, th last branch gi7an.o;f by the great 

sciatio ba'c:- into it terminals. 

STEUCTURE.- Th fibres of the long head arise from 

th . c..ter c: the common tsndon for a distance of 

C "h4r: h.a-L,whiéh is at first rcundsol,gives 

at the midhl . cf th . thigh to a flat tendon whion 

aars c- o-L-tc7 .id.,into 7hich the short fibres 

o: thc hsc_ol c:A77a.2:1s and backwards to be 

h.o.o:7.cs thin,fiat and triangular 

towards its 'nnertion. 

nLATIONS.- The muscle is partlyEaboutaneous and 

part 17 intriapped t7 the 4 tXx gluteus .maximus,lying 
betwsen that m-czsole and the s=itendincsun in the upp 

part of the thih.In the lower part the ssmitendincsu 

passes away from it,ths muscle then resting on the 

semimembrancsus,, adductor magnus and the short hea 

At th n insert: .on the tendon lies superficial to the 

outer hnal o: th. gaStrocnemius,the e:-:terna l popliteal 

risr7e hung istance below . During its course 

dc6n the thigh ths muscle crosses the great sciatic 

nerlos superficiall: from - within outwards. 

THE SEMITENDINOSUS. 

Unlits its homolc;: c in man thin is fleshy in nearly 



Hits lent,and does not-represent-the-name gi7en 

I °TIGHT.- From the cot-on tendon of origin for 

the hamstrings. 

INSERTION.- The tendon of insertion use with that 

o: the gracilis ,and its attachment has .o,een 

:ha: 

NEFVE SUPPLY.- 771= the great sciatic by the common 

Hunk to 'the hamstmings. 

..TRUCTURE.- The :7.sels is fleshy from its orf-,-,in to 

Hthin 3 of ihsertion,'7rhere a tendon appears 

,first at its 'leer This quickly fuses with tha 

e: the The bell7 is rounded in the 

7r7,att77 oart t: its eztent,but above it is more triang 

- t fits in 17et-,Yeen the lo: ead of the biceps 

.iiar 

semimembranosus. 

RELATIONS.- Above the muscle has the biceps to the 

7:-H.e,tht addtor mae,-nus to the inside,and the 

;.7.--.7memi:.ranesus in t;passing down, it lies to the 

linsid- and more superficial than the great ,sciatic nerve 

ana intee.nal forming one of the boundaries 

of tne liteal space. At the insertion the lonE 

:i.e and rein teether with the superficial 

t: the e.nastemetis artery lie supe:ficiar 

THE SEMIMEMBRANOSUS. 

The deepest a7A al st of the three muscles. 

ORIGIN.- F77c7i the :-.7=n origin of the hamstrings, 

occupying the outermost position and incorporated for 

a short way with the origin of the posterior fibres 

of the adductor magnus. 
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,..., 

Into the upper part of the inner tuberosity 

0f the tibia on its inner side. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- From the common trunk to the hamstrir f,"C 

fre:1 ths ;:rat sciatic nerve. 

STRUCTURE.- Near ts.. origin the muscle is prismatic 

on cross sectionIthe tendon of ori¡-;in is prolonged 

' further down on the posterior surface than on the 

ct?..er two.Towards its lower end the tendon of insertiln 

app ,..7,rn first on the cuter side, the muscle being 

rounder, and e7entually D:iving-rise.to a small. 

round tendorywhich passing down pierces the posterior 

ligament of tn knee joint, runs-between the bone-and 

the internal lateral liament of the knee to reach itr. 

insertion. 

RELATIONS.- At first the muscle lies beIgeen the 

bicerds,semitendinosus and adductor magnus,these muscl 

:-Ovin.; to it i7:3 prismatic appearance;lower down 

I the muscle passes away from the biceps in front of 

the semitendinosus. rear the insertion it lies to the 

outer ,side of the gracilis and sartorius,,from which it 

is separated by the lon saphenous nerve and the 

vessels which accom:any that structure,At the level 

of the knee joint the tendon lies in relation to the 

inner side of the internal head of the gastrocnemius. 

Throughout its whole course the muscle lies internal 

the iEr,reat sciatic nerve,IN the popliteal space the 

vessels and nerves lie to the outer side of the muscle 

s 

to 
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MYOLOGY,LOWER LIMB. 

THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF THE HAMSTRINGS. 

BICEPS FLEXOR CRURIS.(Comp.Anat.) 

This muscle is only peculiar compared with the human 

biceps in so far as the muscle is inserted into the 

front of the outer part of the Q.f. the outer tuberosity 

of the tibia and into the deep fascia of the leg,inste -d 

of passing to the head of the fibular. Both heads bein 

inserted together make this animal differ from most of 

the other anthropoids,in which the two parts of the mu cle 

are separated throughout their whole extent. In lookin: 

at the literature written by the different authors who 

have described this muscle in the four great classes 

of anthropoids, one is structt with the variety met with, 

not only in diffenent species,but by different observers 

on the same spieces. Fer instance in the orang 

Primrose found the ischial head inserted into the lower 

two- thirds of the shaft of the femur,external lateral 

ligament of the knee outer tuberosity of the tibia, 

head of the fibula and fascia of the leg:the short he -d 

being inserted into fascia of the leg below the 1-evel 

t. 
of the knee joint. Hepburn found in the same species 

the muscle inserted as followséthe ischial head into he 

head of the tibia on the outer side, the short head 'nto 

a 

the head of the fibula.Langer describes an insertion 

in addition into the patella. Church finds the muscle 

inserted with its longhha.d into the lower third of th 

femur. The same variety is found in the other familie 

of the anthropoids. The muscle seems to have been mod 

fled considerably in the course of develope-nent. To 

begin with,its connection with the great sacro -sciati 
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ligament in man points to the old connection themüscl 

once had with the posterior superior spine of the 

ilium. This origin is seen in the Chelonia,Eirds and 

Crocodilia,but has become lost in the animals higher 

up the scale when an additional attachment is formed 

with the ischial tuberosity. The connection between 

the ligament and the muscle is ,in this animal,lost 

owing to the modification of the ischial tuberosity. 

Through this same tigament the muscle gets an attach- 

ment to the sacral and coccygeal vertebrae,This is 

i. 

noticed by Cunningham in the Cuscus,where the caudal. 

portion was placed in front of the agitator caudae. 

In some of the Carnivora the muscle still is attached 

to the coccygeal vertebrae. In some of the animals 

where great agility and springing power has been 

developed,the muscle passes right down to the ankle. 

In the cat the muscle is the largest in the hind 

limb,and is inserted into the patella,along the whole 

longth of the tibia and into the tendon achillis,in 

the animal I examined. Langer terms the muscle the 

great'sprungmuskel' which is able to extend the hip, 

knee and ankleat the same time. It is the gradual 

and unequal retrogression of the portions of this 

extensive muscle in the anthropoids that is the cause 

of the many varieties found in the insertion of the 

muscle even in the same species. Some of these variatk 

are occaisonally met with in human anatomy. 

e 

ons 
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SEM I MEMBRANOSUS . (COMP..ANAT. ) 

This muscle arose from the common hamstring origin, 

but is inserted into the inner side of the head of 

tibia,passing between the bone and the internal later I 

ligament of the knee,and not giving any process eithe 

to the capsule of the knee joint or to the fascia of 

the leg. There is a uniformity of insertion in all 

anthropoids in this muscle,the rounded tendon find - 

ing insertion onto the head of the tibia. Like the last 

muscle the connection with the great sciatic ligament 

in man indicates its original origin was higher than 

at present. In many animals the ischial portion is 

joined at various levels in the thigh by a portion 

which arises from the lower vertebrae as in the Ant 

eater,Ornitheryncus,Civet and seal,(Meckel) and in the 

Elephant,(Miall and Greenwood.)% in the insertion of 

the muscle we find that it presents many similarities 

to the insertion of the biceps,for in the Kangaroo 

Meckel found the muscle sending down a process to the 

os calcin. It is the survival of this portion which 

probably accounts for the slip to the fascia of the 

leg in man. In thedog Humphrey found a slip going to 

the patella. So it will be seen from this that the 

muscle may act as an extensor of the knee and ankle 

in some animals in adittion to the hip;it is a strong 

internal rotator of the - 
leg always. What the signif 

icance of the reflection which is found in man on 

the back of the knee joint,which goes cy the name of 

the ligament of Winslow,really is I do not know. But 
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in man if the knee be flexed completely,it will be seeñ 

that the first bony point that the tendon comes into 

contact with is the posterior part of the tibia, and that 

situated further on in nearly the line of the muscle is 

the posterior surface of the femur dust above the 

condyles. Now if the tendon became attached to both 

,these points,when it was in the primitive position of 

flexion,as straightening came about then the attachment 

the muscle has formed with the tibia would become. the 

lower of the two insertions,and the tendon would be 

vreflected'up to the femur. Whether this is a likely or 

'even possible explanation of the reflection or not,it 

is very striking the way,that on complete flexion,the 

reflected tendon comes to lie in the same thr 

rest of the muscle. I once thought that this might be 

the explanation of the nerve to the popliteus muscle 

!'passing on to its deep surface to supply the anterior 

!part of the muscle. For in flexion the nerve would 

!naturally come to the lower border first,and run in 

between the muscle and the tibia,then as extension camb 

.about the nerve would be pulled down and would then 

run down the posterior border of the muscle and turnink 

round this border reach the anterior surface. A more 

extended knowledge of comparative anatomy shows that the 

muscle passed further down the leg than in man,and in 

all probability the nerve passed round the side of the 

muscle and was drawn up by the twig to the superior 

tibio- fibular articulation. 
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SEMITENDINOSIIS.(Comp.Anat.) 

This muscle was like that in man but was inserted 

relatively further down the tibia. Like the last muscle 

it may be found arising from the vertebral column in 

some animals. in many animals it is blended with the 

last muscle which seems to belong to a sheet of mus ular 

tissue common to both. In the Ai the two muscles are 

only separated in the middle of the thigh,in the beavEr 

the two muscles are 4 se -r-ted e blended from end to énd 
L 

(Heckel). A certain degree of fusion of these muscles 

is present in this animal,more so than in man,at the 

origin of the hamstrings. In the gibbon the muscle 

belies its name,for it was fleshy in nearly the whole 

of its extent. There is a very extensive process of 

fascia down the leg from the insertion of the tendón. 

It is this muscle together with the gracilis and to 

a less extent the sartorius muscles,which form the 

extensive web at the back of the animal's knee. The 

muscles are much too short for the limb,and are inserted 

low down on the tibia,so that by no possibility can trie 

animal straighten out the leg on the thigh. This math 

is increased when the thigh is flexed. 

There is a marked relationship exhibited between 

the position of insertion and the structure of the 

muscles in this region. For it will be noticed that 

all the muscleswhich pass to their insertion far down 

the tibia will have to contract more than those passi 

to their insertion higher up the bone. Therefore the 

former muscles are fleshy with parallel fibres for 

lity 
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nearly their whole length,while the latter are prov- 

ided with a very considerable amount of tendon. A 

large contraction of the former produces slowly the 

same result as a small contraction of the latter would 

produce quickly. 

7 



e Tast :1,roup of -muscle of ths-thigh contains muscles 

dc not fall in any of the preceeding F;rou,such 

sartorius,sturator ekternus,ilio-psoas etc. 

THE SARTORIUS. 

tLe anterior 1:.argin of tLe ilium below 

t-- fassias famris,acove the rectus femoris, 

a71 internal to the so'ansorius. 

IN5ERTION.- By a tendon 1 c.m.wide into the inner 

st-.rfae cf the shaft cf the tibia above and in.frOnt cf 

Ty:asIlls and semtendinosus,the upper torder of 

t= -cein;,:: 3 c.m.Celow the e7e1 cf the joint. 

also n3s a prolongation to the deep fascia of the 

NERVE SUPPLY.- Th;., is very richly supplied by 

follows, a are htahch enters the upper 

o. t: ausole fro:. the anterior crural,(2) a 

k.econd branch from the same nerve enters the muscle 

after dividing,the lower cii7ision piercing the muscle 

and heir the Middle cutaneous .. 

1(3) a branoh from the subsartorial containing 

Lres of ths octuratcr nerve enter:. the deep surface, 

- lastly a branch of the 'long sapnenous nerve 

recu.rs to enter the junction of the muscle with its 

'tendon. 

STEUCTURE.- Being slicrhtly rounded at its oriin it 

soon broadens out and becomes strap-like, which shape it 

maintains to its insertion. 

7.7 
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RELATIOITS.- superaci? i in 'its VhoTe extent 

it passes :.3orrr -. -. :1 it.Wards-..j..{ -cTesses- the 

. . - a r . ., - .. s , i__,._.:5ï.,,_..:s ,C_is,astiS ilitcrrl'lis, 

"ers .. rs l or -.__,7 -.agn_ ard serr:imemTranosus muscle 

i" lOr crural nerve and the femoral vessels. 

tl l l. insertion there lie under it the inner head 

._ the -.'. t^oc:e-i:s,the _oc, saphenous ,esse__ and 

tt-_- upper parts of the insertion cf the 

'_.i . -..._tedi':^SuS. '; is pierced about the 

the ..._-'.á=. cutaneous __erve;tLe subsartorial 

,-H__ ft. Between its- posterior border 

_ì'.d the -aoil ìs =^. --s t__ . __....o_^g'.ie of tt-i: long 

saphenous 7,77i71 a-d the su,.r_r_c_ a: branch of the anaat 

-._otìc artsry,,rì'_icr_ _n this and some cf the other apes 

'is r7-,e -- 
_ _ - replace ta: .tl z the a_+ ~ior tibial. 

THE OBTURATOR EXTERNUS. 

ORTGIN - Fro -. '_ ,".ar:n of the cbturator foramen 

ñ l- -- e an in front of the ischial 

C1_:ter sur_3ce of the oûfurator 

'br ?.ne. 

pit,the digital fossa of n-c a Ceep pi , 1 
e 

-- .- --,at-. -',on the inner side of the great trocharite 

:TEFVE SUPPLE".- From the trunk of the obturator nerve 

STRUCTURE.- The muscle to be examined property izas t 

be unt,'riste , This is done at once if the limb is place 

in its primitive posititn9i e.fiex_ed on the abdomen; 

then the muscle is seen to be a -flat fan- shaped sheet 

which ^or c-er;es on ts- tendon of insertion, all e ;:cept 

r 

o 
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EXPLANATION Or 9L ^ 7 

This chews tbiá obturator region with the femur fully 

flexed upon the abdomen so. as to undo the twist of 

the obturator externus muscle. 

The rracilis muscle 

Adc.L_.....The Adductor longus muscle. 

Add.B The Adductor brevis muscle. 

rn,e Pectineus muscle. 

Ob.N.. ... The obturator nerve. 

Sv.P The Svrnphysis Pubis. 

Add.Mag The Adductor magnus muscle. 

Is.T The Ischial tuberosity. 

0.H..... . ... The common origin of the hamstrings. 

l .r: {:....... The obturator e::ter!lus muscles. 

W.Add wood's Adductor, the part of the obtura 

externus above the obturator nerve, 

C The size is slightly exaggerated.) 

The Femur in the flexed position. 

or 
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sY al A bundle of f i.i'es 'eC1Y á3ES abo'e the point 

Vn'^'G entes the .i .^il _ ..i d^-is 1°S-°±:d 

klier-ctly into the ho._e tibove tha tcndon(ìn this positi 
hut th_ 'position with the _---.,, stA-w ht ' the 1 

_s t-._sted .^ lie below ±1-_e tendon). 

RELATIONS.- Tne r_^_e es under cc,-e_ of tL:-- adduct 

t['i^ bori= '.: d c. tlirá.tCr i:.s.abralî°l_MQ'a he_.. it 

Ñasses c-2.t-:rarcls and backwards and then eutwa-7:12 un de 

- =r ' ti. >- -- _ ..'St:'lr__s anà i'L1vrF_ ,.1..l .-.... __ 3 Sin 

- ---_d back parts of the oapsule cl 

1p -- 

n 

or 

THE PSOAS PARVUS. 

i'nough not a tni7n muscle,tne .psoas parvus is best considered 

at this point. 

)nICIti. From the front of the sides of the bodies of 

the upper three lumbar vertebrae near their upper and 

lower borders,from the intervertebral discs,and from 

the fibrous arches over the lumbar arteries. 

INSERTION.- Into the upper and back part of the ilia - 

pectineal line for 3 c.m. by a broad flat tendon. 

`UVE SUPPLY.- From the 2nd. and perhaps the 1st. 

lumbar nerves. 
I 

STRUCTURE.- The muscle consists of a rounded elongated 

belly about 414 c.m. long which gives place to a tendor. 

1 of about the same length. The tendon is at first rounded 

abut towards its insertion it becomes flat and broad. 

1 

RELATIONS.- The muscle lies at first on the front of 

the psoas magnus,but gradually turns round the inner 
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side of that muscle to be attached to its inner side. 

The kamea upper end of the muscle is under the internal 

arcuate ligament which stretches from the side of the 

body of the 2nd.lumbar to the tip of the transverse 

process of the lst.lumbar vertebra. The sympathetic 

cord casses down to the inner side of the muscle on 

the bodies of the vertebra. The tendon of the muscle 

passes under the external iliac vessels. 

THE PSOAS MAGNUS. 

In the dissection of the lumbar plexus this muscle 

r was largely destroyed at its origin. 

ORICIN.- From the intervertebral discs and adjacent 

borders of the upper four lumbar vertebrae,The lower 

border of the last dorsal vertebrae gave rise to some 

fibres:from the fibrous arches over the lumbar arteries. 

INSERTION.- Into the front of the lower part of the 

small trochanter of the femur,in common with the iliacus 

which extended below this point. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- From twigs from the upper three lumbar 

nerves. 

STRUCTURE.- All the muscular fibres converge on a 

tendon which appears on the outer side of the muscle 

in the iliac fossa between it and the iliacus. 

RELATIONS.- The ,muscle lies along the sides of the 

bodies of the vertebrae and brim of the true pelvis, 

in the lower part it lies ir.front of a mass of muscle 

which will be described with the next muscle,though it 

was uncertain to which it really belonged. The psoas 

parvus lies in front above and to the inner side below. 
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The lumbar plexus of nerves lies in the muscle;the 

branches pass out in the same relation to the muscle as 

in man,with the exception of thegenito crural nerve 

which was not found. The iliac vessels lie to the inner 

side of the muscle;the external iliac vessels graduallr 

pass in front of the muscle behind foupart's ligament. 

THE ILIACUS MUSCLE. 

ORIrIN.- From the whole of the inner surface of the 

i 

ilium,from the fascia covering it. There is a mass of 

fibres which lies behind the psoas muscle -and to its 

inner side which arise from the brim of the true pelvis 

and even encroach on the cavity of the trua pelvis 

slightly,These fibres all pass to the same tendon of 

insertion and so are classed with the iliacus. 

INSERTION.- The upper fibres all pass to be attached 

to the outer side of the tendon of the psoas;the lower 

and outer fibres pass into the bone below the small 

trochanter independently of the tendon. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- This is exceedingly abundant,for the 

3rd.& 4th.lumbar nerves give off a large branch betty -en 

them which passes out to the upper part of the nuscle, 

The anterior crural gives off a large branch while in relation to 

the upper part of the muscle;in addition there is a 

long slender nerve given off by the anterior crural 

high up;this runs down with the parent nerve under 

Poupart's ligament into the thigh} where it ends in 

the very lowest part of the muscle. 

STRUCTURE.- This has been given with the insertion. 

RELATIONS.- The muscle lay to the outer side and 
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MYOLOCY,LOWER LIMB. 

partly behind the psoas;the ilio- inguinal,external 

'cutaneous and anterior crural nerves lie on the anteri r 

surface of the muscle,the latter intervening between 

and the psoas. Í 

THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF THE FORECOINC CROUP 

OF MUSCLES. 

THE SARTORIUS.(COMP.ANAT.) 

This muscle was quite as well developed as in man,but 

!passed lower down the leg to its insertion. This low 

insertion was noticed by Hepburn in all his anthrodoids, 

and in each of the four apes as here the muscle bore 

much the same relation to the semitendinosus and the 

gracilis muscles. In a great many animals the muscle i 

,a far more powerful structure than in man and the apes 

s 

f 

Aasstng derma te the tewe= end ef. the tibia. te tag K ata, 

ri/et In these animals the muscle usually acts as 

an extensor of the knee as in the Koala and Civet, 

L. a. .4. 

(Young),the Seal (Humphry' and the Bear (Testut):: in 

Cuscus and Thylacinus (Cunningham). The last author m kes 

the following remark. "These animals (Cuscus and Thylacinus) . 

therefore prove no exception to the rule that in the 

Marsupilia generally the sartorius acts chiefly as an ex 

tensor of the leg upon the thigh ".. But even in the' 

hi ?her animals this is sometimes the case, for Testut. 

found the muscle inserted into the patella in a chimpanzee. 

Primrose states that Rudolf,in the same orang that ho 

himself was dissecting,found that in one limb the muscle 
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in question was divided at its origin into two parts, 

And that between these two parts the large artery from 

the femoral,issued. This artery was present in this 

animal,and I have endeavoured to show that it is the 

superficial division of the anastomotic. Now this artery 

according to those writers who have mentioned it in the 
z. ,. 

apes,Eisler and Lick,always passes out between the 

rracilis and the sartorius muscles as in this animal, 

if therefore we find it appearing from between the two 

portions of the sartorius muscle it is quite possible - 

that the sartorius has in this case a portion of the 

gracilis muscle tacked on to it,and that the artery is 

really in its normal place morphologically. From a 

survey of the muscle in different animals I am incline 

to the beleif that the gracilis and the sartorius are 

segmented portions of the same sheet of muscle. In som 

cases the muscles arise much closer together than they 

do in man. ChampneysAfound the muscle arising from the 

outer part of Poupart's ligament; in the Marmot and 

the Ai Humphrey found the sartorius arising from the 

middle of the same ligament. In the Elephant ?Mall and 

Greenwood found that the sartorius was flat and broad 

and arose from the front and inner aspects of the thigh 

from the aponeurosis,while the gracilis arose by a 

thin flat tendon fron the posterior three quarters of 

the symphys.is,the anterior border of the muscle only 

giving rise to muscular fibres half way between its 

origin and its insertion ;on the posterior border the 

tendon crave rise to fibres higher up. In a cat examined 
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by myself the sartorius was continued to the gracilis 

by a well :narked aponeurotic fascia in the middle of 

the thigh, and at the lower part the muscles were almo7t 

fused by their margins,so that it was difficult to sep, 

arate them,the gracilis extending down to the tendo 

achillis. Rrocr reported a two headed muscle in the 

anatomy rooms of the University of Edinburgh,but in 

this case the additional head arose from the ilio pectineal 

eminence between the psoas and the pectinées and pass d 

outwards and downwards behind the femoral vessels to 

,loin the normal head. This can hardly belong to the 

same layer as the normal part of the muscle which 

always passes superficial to the femoral vessels. 

THE OBTURATOR EXTERNUS.(Comp.Anat.) 

This muscle was very like the same muscle as met with 

in man. Ihave drawn attention,when describing the muscle, 

to the fact that when the limb is put in the primitve 

position of flexion the muscle becomes completely 

untwisted and lies quite'flat,the belly and tendon th 

being in one plane. The complicated way the muscle is 

placed,as it passes from its origin to its insertion, 

must be looked on as due to the assumption of the erept 

attitude by man. The portion of the muscle above the 

point of exit of the obturator nerve was so separated 

from the muscle that it constituted a little muscle 

by itself. This is well shewn in the drawing,it was 

attached to the bone below the tendon of the external 

obturator and partly into the tendon of the same musc e. 
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4 1. 
Both Testut and Macalister have noted the occurrence 

of this small band of fibres as a separate muscle in roan. 

It only remains to be said that the digital fossa of 

the femur of this animal was remarkable for its 

great iepth and large size. 

THE PSOAS PARVUS.(Coanp.Anat.) 

This small muscle had a considerably largerori in 

than was w is found in man,when this muscle is found 

as an anomaly in human anatomy. It seems to be a const- 

I 

ant muscle in the anthropoids. Hepburn found the muscle 

in the gorilia,chimpan:ee and orang,in all of which 

the muscle took origin from the last dorsal and first 

two or three lumbar vertebrae. In the gibbon the same, 

anatomist had no opportunity to examine the muscle, 

but he states that Kohlbru ge,whose paper I have not peen 

able to consult,described the muscle in that animal in 

the same way that is described here. Primrosz only found 

the muscle attached to the first lumbar vertebra in 

his orang. Infrequent as the muscle is in man_,and 

small and apparently unimportant as it is in the apes, 

it is a highly important structure in some animals. 

In the dog and pig it is the same size as the psoas 

magnus,in the hare and squirrel it surpasses the lather 

muscle in size;in Ornithervn us Meckel describes the 

muscle as the largest in the body;in the Marsupialia 

Cunningham states that the muscle usually exceeds the 

magnus in size. Meckel found that in the Seal the 

muscle was arranged in two parts which embraced the 
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magnus,which was only one twelfth its si:e. One of to 

parts of t.:e muscle in this case reached the femur be 

ween the psoas and iliacus muscles. 

THE ILIO- PSOAS.(Comp.Anat.)) 

This combined muscle presented no features of note 

except the extension of the origin over the pelvic 

brim. Fepburn noted a small slip of fibres of the 

iliacus muscle arising from the tendon of the rectus 

femoris,and states that r_ohlbrugge made the same 

observation. :io such slip was found in this limb thou h 

the tendon of the rectus was in close proximity to thl 

fibres arisin4 from the inner margin of the anterior 

border of the ilium. 

. Vol.3. h.11, 
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THE F__,, "C1 .E LND MUSCLES OF THE LEG. 

Of tCiC: tUptr-iciai fascia nothing need ce said;the 

anima: . - r ao7ically no subcutaneous fat. 

THE DEEP FASCIA T .is was a very much more important 

i a:re r; and is as - _ : marked below the knee as it is 

above,serving for the insertion of va.rius muscles such 

as the sartorius ,raciiis,semitenainosus and biceps, 

ti the region just below the knee joint,the quadriceps 

extensor also sends a contribution to the upper part o 

this fascias The fascia is pierced posteriorly by the 

short saphenous vein and the short saphenous nerve 

posteriorly, the former at the level of the knee and th 

latter half way down the leg;the muscuio- cutaneous 

nerve pierces it half wav down the outer and front asii cts 

of the leg. The fascia does not surround the leg, as 

it is attached to the anterior and inner borders of 

the tibia blending with the periosteum,being attached 

the fibula by the two peroneal septa as tie in man, 

the anterior being the best marked. In this way the i 

is divided up into its three muscular compartments, 

anterior and posterior, tibio -fibular, and peroneal. 

Near the ankle there are the three annular ligaments 

anterior,ev.ternal and internal. The anterior annular 

ligament is placed above the level of the ankle, and is 

a well marked thickening of the fascia situated on the 

root of the lower part of the leg,being higher on the 

outer than on the inner side,and attached to the two 

bones. This ligament is divided up into three compact -- 
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¡-- ments,a.n inner one for the tendons of the tibialis 

Ianticus and extensor iongus(proprius) haîlucis,a middl one 

for the anterior tibial vessels and nerve,and an outer 

one for the tendon of the extensor d.i`'itorur! the 

first and third of these being lined with h synovial 
me lbr?nie. There is no Y- shaped lower portion to this 

,ligament- as there is no need for it,its place being 

taken by definite ligaments or tendons which keep the 

muscles in clace,Tnes e are described with <t,î_. muscles. 

The I T7.....i ±:_ ñ _'lrT' t¿ LI fbMT n 
or rn :! o Iateuï:li'gament is 

placed below and to the inner side of the ankle joint, 

i t is a very strong thick band passing between the 

glower end of the internal malleolus and the inner side 

cf the tuberosity of the os calcis and that part of th4 

terido achi l lis which aassee forwards to the tubercle o 

the sca,,hoid. Tì,e compartments are from within outward 

(' synovial for the tendon of the tibialis posticus, 

C2 synovial for the tendon of the flexor longus tibia is., 

(3, iioiisynovial for the vessels and nerve, (4) synovial 

for the tendon of the flexor longus fibularis. 

The 777.7iÎ AL LATERAL LiaLE TT passes from the - 

ext,ornal malleolus and the external lateral ligament of 

the joint to the outerside of the os calcis. This has 

only one compartment lined by synovial membrane for 

the tVo peroneal tendons on which the membrane is 

prolonged for some way,On this lateral or ore annular lig- 

ament lie the short saphenous vein and nerve. 

l 



X 
OMISSION. -- Insertion - From the front of the tendon 

underneath the anterior annular ligament a portion 

of the tendon splits off,M of the tendon passinr, to 

the internal cuneiform and one X Soi 1, to the base of 

the inner metatar$al,the two portion hein; bound to- 

;ether till their insertion. 
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THE ANT7RIOR or=77N7)P. COMPARTMENT of the leg with 

1which will be considered the IMSUM OP THE FOOT contai 

Ithe folicw'6ng muscles;tibialis anticus,extensor longuS 

i . 

idigitorumpe:<tensor longus hallucis and the extensor 

Ibrevis digitorum,Tee:=.9 'iii now be considered. 

! THE TIBIALIS ANTICUS. 

Fr-- '1 the outer tuberosity and outer of 

Hirface ef the two-thirds of the shaft of the 

is 

;tibia,2)from he adoining part of the interosseous 

;membrane,r3;the septa 'between it and adjoining muscles, 

;(4;the fascia covering the muscle. 

IWST-7,RTIO.- Into the inner side of the internal 

cuneiform bone and case of the first metatarsal. 

Eí =PLY.- A branch from the anterior tibial 

¡which enters the upper part of the muscle. 

17P7CTURE.- The muscle consists of long fleshy ribrells 

!which converge on a tendon which is placed centrally 

and only appears from the midst of the fibres a short 

distance above the ankle. 

7ELATIONS.- The muscle lies between the 'eerie. and thd 

extensor longue digitorum and hallucis muscles with 

I the anterior tibial vessels and nervesinterening 

between it and them,At the ankle it lies on the bone 

passing through the inner compartment of the anterior 

annular ligament with the tendon of the extensor long s 

hallucis which has passed inwards in front of the ner+e 

and vessels,ielow this the tendon pass4ge on in a tunnel 

of fascia,being twisted on itself in such a way that 

1_ 

o 
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the anterior surface of the tendon becomes the-inner 

surface,gere the muscle is crossed by the long sapheno -s 

vein an its accompanying artery and nerve. A bursa 

is placed between the tendon and the bone before inseri.ion. 

The 7 on is also bound down to t:_C side of the foot 

by a well marked ligament which hhs f rom the 

tuLerc e of the scaphoid to the inner and under aspect 

of th ,- cf .atas"_ 1. 

THE EXTENSOR LONGUS D I GI TORUM. 

OEI G: :- -- F,.: m (1) the front of the head and the 

upper : hree -f ourt'._ of the fibula. , (2) the adjoining' 

interos eous membrane,f3) the anterior peroneal septum 

and tiffe intermuscular septa between it and the tibiali antious 

'cove and the extensor lorigus hallucis below. 

INSERTION.- By means of the dorsal extensor expansio2 

into the middle and terminal phalanges of the four 

outer toss. On the dorsum of the foot the tendon split' 

into two,These shortly afterwards subdivide into trio, 

thus making four tendonti,that to the fourth giving a 

slip to the tendon of the third toe,On the dorsum of 

the first pnalanx the tendon spreads out and divides 

into three,of which the centre part is inserted into 

the base of the middle phalanx,while the two lateral 

portions :join and subsequently again divide to be 

attached to the sides of the base of the ungual phalan . 

VERVE SUPPLY.- From the anterior tibial nerve by 

several branches. 

a 
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STRUCTURE.- The tendon begins to appear half way' 

down the leg, but fibres are still being inserted into 

it at the level of the ankle joint. 

RELATIONS.-The muscle lies on trie outer and .front 

part of the leg lying ?Letween the tibialis anticus 

and the extensor longus hallucis on the inside and 

the anterior peroneal septum to the outside and behind 

The musculo -cutaneous nerve appears half way down 

the leg between the muscle and the peroneus longus. 

At The ankle the tendon lies in the outer compartmen t 

I 

of the anterior annular ligament in front of the inferLor 

!tibia- fibular art_culation0Just below this the tendon 

is held in place by a strong tendinous process which 

arises from the outer side of the os calcis and partly 

is 
loops roun,l-and partly attached to the common tendon. 

EXTENSOR LONGUS HALLUCIS (PROPRIUS). 

From,' l) the middle two fourths of the ant- 

erior surface of the fibula internal to the last 

mus-)1e,(2) the adjacent part of the interosseous membr 

'(3) the septa on either side of the muscle. 

II?SERTION.- Into the base of trie terminal phalanx 

of the great toe,being bound down to the back of the 

proximal phalanx by fascia. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- From the anterior tibial nerve by 

three twigs. 

STFTTCTUI E.- The tendon begins at the middle of the 

muscle on the anterior border, and the fibres end at 

the level of the ankle joint where the tendon is round 

ne 

qz. 
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but after reaching the first metatarsal broadening 

takes place and the tendon is marked as it was about 

to diMide into two. 

RELATIONS.- The muscle lies on the front of the leg 

between the two fore- going muscle on the interosseuus 

membmane,t radua_ Iy passing inwards it. crosses the 

anterior tibial r_rer le.s andcom es to lie in front of the 

toia- loosely bound to tie outer side of the tendon of 

the tibialis anticua,with which it passes through the 

inner compartment of the anterior. annular ligamento8t i]. - 

accompanying this tendon it passes in ' f ron of it 

under the li amen., .ehi oh binds the two to the inner 

sire of the footsee anterior tibial muscle). "moron 

here the tendon proceeds alone along the inner side 

of the firs netatarsF ' , radually gaining the dorsura. I 

EXTENSOR BREVIS DIGI TOIITJM. 

ORiC It.- T-ron the anterior and outer part of the os 

calcis,the backs of the cuboid and bases of the fourth 

and fifth !netatarsals,and the dorsal ligaments.' 

I'.T RTIO .- Ey five tendons into -the dorsal expansiojn 

of the four outer toes and into the base of the first) 

phalanx of the great toe. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- From the external division of the 

anterior tibial nerve. 

STRUCTURE.- The muscle is arranged in two parts,one 

for the great toe and one for the outer four toes,TheSe 

two parts are set at a wide angle to each other. 

The part for the great toe has the shortest belly 

g. 
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MYOLOCY,LOWER LIMB. 

THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF THE MUSCLE OF THE EXTENSOR 

REGION. 

THE TIBIALIS ANTICUS.(Comparative anatomy) 

This is a much more extensive muscle in some of the 

lower animals, and arises- from the lower end of the 

femur,but this origin has disappeared very largely 

from among mammals -nevertheless it is the case in the 

pig and in the hippopotamus,In the :latter it hasa double 

origin from the external condyle and from the patella 

(Cuvier)' :the same arrangement is found among the 

2 

batrachians and chelonians (Meckel).The tapir has an 

anterior tibial which is intermediate between these two, 

for here it arises from the tibia and also by appneurosis 

from the external éndyle of the femur (Test.ut). The 

indication that the muscle is a double one,given by the 

double insertion in man into the internal cuneiform ánid 

the metatarsal,is made quite clear in the study of the 
4 

muscle in the apes. Bischoff found complete separation 

of the two portions in the orang and chimpanzee,Primro'ise, 

4 4 
gum; and Hepburn agree with him,but he found that it was 

only single in the gibbon,In this the three animals 

7 

examined by Huxley,Hepburn and myself do not bear him 

out,and as he states that all other apes have the muscle 
3 

double we must but his animal down as an anomal-ly,Testut 

points out that it must be merely the absence of half the 

muscle since as we shall see the muscle in all probability 

corresponds- to two in the upper limb. In the gorilla it 

is described as being only partially divided, more a 
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Jroach!ng the state -in man (Bischoff,Duvernoyland Hepburn). 
A 

'testut states that the two n,uscles,anterior tibial aria 

abductor of the big e;are present in all tiffe lower 

apes. When one consiaers -how like this latter arrange 

ment-is to the insertion ul the extensor ossis meta- 

carpi pollicis ana the extensor brevis pollicis in th 

upper limb of this animal,ttrere can be little doubt 

that the tiuialis anticus in this animal represents 

the two extensors of the thumb. We Shall see later th 

the long extensors of the hallux ana pollex correspo d 

MTfOLOG , LO'svEH 

to one another. Professor humphry pointed out that th 
(tibial.antic.) 
muscle in the sloth became fused with the flexor tenu ns 

in the sole of the foot,and so actea as a flexor of 

the aigits. In this gibbon the muscle has a tenaen y 

to pass more into the sole than was necessary,while i 

the upper limb one of corresponaing :uuscles,the exten -or 

ossis metacarpi poliicis,actually did pass to be inse t.`sd 

in such a way that it actea as a flexor of the pollex 

EXTENSOR LONGUS DIGITORUM.(Comp.Anat.) 

Throughout the class of mammals this muscle has tiffe 

salue árrangeiuent _whim is seen here' ,ana which is fou a 

nur:aai ly in man,The seal is however an exception, 

fur in the seal the muscle senas a slip to the tenao 

of the great toe-Neckei) . I n Diras the mammalian arr.a ge- 

ment is the rule,the parrots being the only exceptio's, 

for in these Liras a supernu!uary tendon goes to trie 

inner digit. Among certain animals fusion of the inaivia- 

ual tendons is c,omalon,This was noted uy Cunningham i 

6 

the marsupials,Cuscus ana 'l'hylacinus.keckel noteathe 
ex- 
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tension of the tendon to that of the great toe in the 

'beaver. The apes much resemble man,the orang being the 

one that aloneseemes to differ,Hepburn reports that he 

found cross tendons between the tendons to the toes, 

Testut notes that there are three muscular bellies in 

the oran=,and that the tendons for the 2nd. & 3rd. 

digits carne from a common belly. Primrose3 is silent or 

this point. In this gibbon a common tendon gave rise 

to all the tendons. Some animals have extensors which 

are more completely segmented off to the various toes. 

Of these may be mentioned thepig,which has a special 

extensor to the 2nd. toe;in the rodents,the marmot 

has one to the 4th.toe(Meckel)4 ;the beaver has one to 

the 5th.toe(Testut)'' -;`in the carnivora the racoon 

also has a special extensor to the 5th.(Meckel) So 

it is not improbable that the long extensor muscle in 

man and the apes is the result of fusion of originally 

separate bellies to each of the . arotü.< (A,i"f 
PQ crr. 44,;.,...A <ma e o l i a,e G e.ea a -'wu á u 

EXTENSOR PROPRIUS HALLUCIS,(Comparative anatomy) 

This muscle,as has already been noted with the last 

muscle,is occai.sionally met with partial rjoined to 

the extensor communis digitorum. In the higher apes 

91 

2nk. 

Fick noticed in the orang a slip given to the 2nd.toe. 
3 t 6 

This was not found by primrose or Hepburn. Bischoff 

makes the statement that in all apes,`with the exceptin 

of the gibhon,the tendon accompanies that of the tibi 

anticus to the inner side of the foot and runs along 

lis 
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the inner side ofthe great toe,In the gibbon he says 

it runs along the back of the toe asin man,In all othe r 

apes therefore it is an abductor. Hepburn mere4rstates 

that it is retained in its place on the back of the base 

of the first metatarsal by a fibrous sheath,In this 

animal it accompanied the anterior tibial to the inner 

side of the foot,passing under the same strong ligament 

which bound the tendons to the inner cuneiform and base 

of the metatarsal,The tendon of the hallucis only reached 

the dorsum of the hallux at the middle of its proximal 

phalanx and was post certainly an adductor in this 

case;it corresponds to the extensor longus oollicis 

muscle is the upper limb.. 

There was no PERONEUS TERTIüS present in this anima 

EXTENSOR BREVIS DIGITORUM,(Comparative anatomy). 

It will be noticed that the muscle in this animal 

had 5 tendons and was distributed toall 5 digits,This 

is apparently not common in the anthropoids as Langer 

Primrose,Hepburn and Duvernoy 
A. 

all found in their dis- 

sections that only 4 tendons were préaent,The last 

writer,in the gorilla,described the portion for the 

s 

great toe as a separate muscle. Cunningham in the 

ger 
Ohallen 

A 
Reports on the marsupials,.found that in 

thylacinus the muscle was still completely fibular 

in origin;in cuscus the part belonging to the index 

and medius had reached to the dorsum of the foot, 
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while that part for the two outer digits still retaine 

its fibular attachment. The same author says regarding 

tine's theory that the muscle originally arose from 

the fibula, The author (Ruge) traces with great abili 

the history of this muscle. It belon. originally to th 

peroneal gror, of muscles,and in the monotremata it ma 

be observed to arise entirely from the fibula. Its 

progress as it passes down to the dorsum of the foot 

can be traced step by step through the mammalian serie 

First one belly descends,then another,and so on until 

the entire muscle gains the dórsum of the foot as in 

man. 

Y 

9y' 
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TIIE FL:tO11EAL REGIO1T only contains two muscles which, 

although th-y pass out of the region, will be completely 

dealt with here,lr ey are the peroneus tonus and 

hre is. 

THE PERONEUS T ONGUS . 

ORIGIN. I''rom,(1) the eternal tuberosity of the 

tieia,'?)the external lateral ligament of the knee 

oint and head of the fibula,(3) the outer aspect of 

the upper two- thirds of that bole, (4) the anterior 

and posterior peroneal septa,(5) the fascia covering 

the muscl J 

INSERTION.- Into the outer side of the first 

retatarsal bone at its base. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- One twig from the anterior tibial 

1er:e near orle origin cf that nerve,and several from 

the muscul0- cutaneous nerve which runs down in the 

substance of the muscle. For the explanation of the 

first t,tii g see anterior tibial nerve. 

STRUCTURE.- The fibres are arranged in a pennifor r 

manner passing to a tendon which appears on its anter -, 

-ior surface in the lower half of the leg,and which 

receives fibres till just above the ankle joint. 

RELATIONS.- The muscle is lapped round the front of 

the fibula on its outer side,being more in front than 

in man. The external popliteal nerve passes between 

the muscle and the neck of the bone,and does not pierce 

the muscle. In the lower part of the Leg the muscle 

Ils separated from the bone by the peroneus brevis,but 

comes into relation with it again at the ankle; where 
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the tendon lias in a groove at the back of the external 

malleolus to the outer side of the snort tendon. , 

From here the tendon passes to the outer side of the 

foot,cressin the tunnel in which is lodged the short 

tendon,At the outer and under margin of the cuboid 

the tendon turns round the bone,having at this point 

a large sesamoid bone developed in it This Lone artic- 

-ulates with tne,cuboid,the joint having a capsule. 

The tendon now passes across the sole in the 4th. 

layer of muscles to its insertion,lying in a strong 

tunnel of liament and bone. The musculo-cutaneous - 

nerve pierces the fleshy part of the muscle very 

obliauely,appearing between it and the extensor longu 

diKitoeem. 

THE PERONEUS BREVIS. 

ORIGIN.- The attachment of this muscle is very obligqe 

as follows,(1) being at first in front then external, 

then rather posterior as it passes down on the lower 

third of the fibula,(2) from the anterior and posterior 

peroneal septa and from that septum which separates 

it from ehe longus muscle. 

INSERTION.- Into the prominent proximal end of 

the fifth metatarsal. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- From the musculo-Outaneous nerve. 

STRUCTURE.- The tendon commences on the super- 

-ficial aspect of the muscle while it is still on the 

front of the leg,the fibres being inserted into both 

sides of the tendon until it is free from fibres. 



Sutton found that the :muscle arose from the femur a)44 

by means of the external lateral ligament which 

had no attachment to the fibula in the gibbon 

Hylohates leuciscus. 
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1+`. e seen on the front of the l¢, ^i n 
,r,:,i.. '';.,.- :ih muscle is >E,. e ' , 

internal to the 1olnus,trien it lies between the bone 

and the tendon of the lorlgus,whilst oehi_nd the externa 

ma' l;olils the two tendons l i e side by side the short f 

one being the most internal ,having one common synovial 

membrane. The tendon now enters a strong tunnel of 

fascia which binds it down to the outer side of the 

os caloi:.fand in this it crosses deeply to the long 

tendon and spreading out somewhat passes to i'.-s attaoh- 

-ment. Th-re: is no peronoal tubercle on the uter side 

of the O^ calcis. 

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF THE P RONEAL MUSCLES. 

THE PERONEUS LONGUS (Comparative anatomy). 

This muscle was arranged very much as in man except 

that it had a more definite association with the 

external lateral ligament of the knee joint. It arises 

from the femur.relilacine the external lateral ligament, 

which according to Bland Sutton is merely the fibrous; 

upper extremity of the muscle,in the martin,hyena,and! 

bear,partly from the femur and partly from the fibula! 

Qä, .t otYQr c ,32a.i., 3 

in the a- y-e-- aye(Meckel),e(Humphrey), opossum(Suttqn 
I 

and Me.ckel) and the ox (Sutton) 

In the anthropoids the muscle arises in the same way; 

as in man according to the various writers oonsuitád ! 

s' 6 7 

Hepburn,Primrose,Bischoff and Testut. 

The insertion varies in different a.nimals1in the cat! 

the chief insertion is into the lst.metatarsal,but in 

addition it has attachments to the other 4 metatarsal 

v! 
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bones,Additional attachmeríts to the outer metatarsals 
r 

are found in man. rick marked an extra insertion into 

the 5th. metatarsal in the orang,as also did Primrose? 

Hepburn found a single insertion into the lst.metatarsal 

a in all four anthropoids. In this animal it was in- 

serted into the 1st. but it dad a very well marked 

sesamoid bone as it turned round the outer side of the 

cuboid,and this was bound to that bone and to the base 

of the 5th.metatarsal by its ligaments,which may have 

represented the insertion into the outer metatarsal 

found in so many animals. 

Ruge holds that this muscle is primarily an extensor 

and inserted into the base of the 5th.metatarsal,and that 

it has come more and more into relation with the plantar 

ligaments and so has proceeded across the sole of the foot. 

In support of his theory he instances the fact that 

in the monotremata the tendon is half attached to the 

5th. metatarsal and half is extended across the sole 

by thin membranous slips to the cuneiform bones,and 

that in didelphys virginianía it was attached to the 

base of the 5th.and to the bases of the 3rd.& 4th. 

metatarsal bones as well The case of the cat quoted 

above is a more complete example of the inward movement, 

and this evidence I have had opportunity to verify 

myself. 
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THE PERONEUS BREV IS, (Cornparat i ve anatomy) 

This muscle is here very like its prototype in mane 

but was more on the front of the leg,Ruge regards the 

extensor brevis di;itorum as one of this peroneal gro p 

(see extensor brevis digit.) and looks on this 

muscle as the outer tendon of it,or derived at all ev:nts 

from the outer part,In favour of this is the fact that 

Hepburn in the ge44la orang found three tendons from 

1the peroneus brevis, one to the base of the 5th.met - 

tarsal,one to the tubercle on the base of the same bo e, 

and the other ran forwards to jointhe dorsal expansio 

on the back of the 5th.digit,there being no tendon to 

the little toe from the .4e' extensor brevis digitioruri. 

A. 

In the thylacine where as we have senn(Cunningham)the 

short extensor arises from the fibular,there is a lar e 

tendon to the 5th.toe,but there is a well marked pero eus 

brevis going to the base of the 5th.metatarsal as wel 

which rather throws doubt on whether it came from the 

outer belly of the short extensor In this gibbon there 

were 5 tendons from the short - extensor and a well 

developed peroneus brevis- That both the peroneus 

brevis and the extensor brevis digitorum came, from th 

peroneal group originally and were then extensors 

is admitted,but considering the num,,ers of supernumar 

peroneal muscles which have been described by' variaus 

writers in different animals,it must be exceedingly 

uncertain as to how the peroneal muscles segmented off 

into their present condition. 
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The fourth or . posterior tibio-- b4ia- fibular comp - 

-artment of the leg contains two sets of muscles,the 

superficial and taie deep set. The superficial group 

which will te considered first,only contains two musc es, 

the gastrocnemius and soleus,there being no trace of he 

plantaris in this specimen. 

THE GASTROCNEMIUS MUSCLE. 

This was rather poorly developed and lay under a ver; 

strong deep fascia to which reference has already been 

made(see fascia of trie leg) . 

1rIGI'.- Outer )12ß.Q; fro;:l (1) the back of the outer 

aspect of the external condyle of the femur just above 

the articular cartilage,(`-?) the supra condyloid ridge, 

above this for a short distance by fleshy fibres, 

'3) the posterior and outer and outer part of the capsule 

of the knee :joint. 

Inn'-,r head; f rom ` 1_ ' 
the back of the internal condylA 

,just above.the cartilage covered surface by tendon, 

(2)by fleshy fibres from the bone just above this, 

'3)t e back and inner part of the capsule of the join . 

In:the tendinous origin,which is the principle 

attachment of each head, there is a sesamoid bone dev- 

-eloped about twice the size of a split pea;these artic- 

ulate with the upper part of the crtilaginous surface 

of their respective condyles and so take part in the 

formation of he knee joint. 

IW RTION.- (1) Into the under surface of the 

posterior part of the as calcis,being separated from 

the back of the _One by a burza,no sesamoid bone is 
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two heads in sime;ïheir tendonb. give way'to muscular 

fibres which constitute a muscle similar to that it mars. 

The two heads fuse aootát zi' Cóii_. below -their origin, 

the belly of the internal he haring= a tendency to 

j pass superficial to,.i.e. behind,the outer headb The 

soleus , Dins the deep surface: cf''the muscle 6 ei.m. 

;'r Ji-..00Yy'LOWTM LIMB. 

prese`)t her: althou'ri the tendon becomes of a cartil- 

aOnous hardn ess. 2) The tendo achillis sands a stro 

slip to the inner side oÍ the foot from which the 

abductor hallucis takes origin;the slip goes to the 

tubercle of the scaphoiG' 

NERVE SUPPLY.- The internal popliteal nerves ives 
1 

g 

a bxanch to each head near its or `in -that to 

the outer head pi=rr,es it and suppl iet the subjacent he sub nt 

soleus. '?'_ adlijior the i?lyern'al popliteal gives off 

a branch runs down superficial to and between 

the two heads and supplies both. 

!!?',T7STT!_,r._ There is nothing to ahoose between the 

from the insert ion ;the - t er_d-c-- tchi l l is appears first 
i 

on the back of the inner head; a- -feel fibres being insekt- 

-ed Into it as low downs- as :the.ankile these really belpng 

to the soleus. The tendon,comes- thltaer á,s it proceeds 

until at the level of the.- :ankle:i:tAs only 6 or 7 m.t. 

bread ;it then spreads out-at-Its-Insertion again. 

R^LATION ... The -two heads'-together bound the lower 

limits of the popliteal- spacs4 and lïe- -superficial to 

the vessels and nerves in -that- space: The sleep surfa4 

of the muscle is joined by the soleus, the two muscles 

proceeding down the leg lying superficial to the deep 

®G6 
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-'muscl-es and-the- pbstertor tibial vessels and nerves. 

Superficially the muscle is subfútaneoua -and in relation 

to the short saphe -cous nerve and rein,the. Buter head 

having in addition -the the e;lterral - popliteaï nerve and 'i$S 

cutaneous branch lying superficially. 

THE SOLEUS MUSCLE. 

_. .- film #he ban=g ,vi °tñe fiad., oì the fibular 

and the .ligaments - of .the sup rib-r'-t-i-blo- fibular oint,¡ 
This will be agai-ß-=nct-e f z the- -c-onparative anatomy of the 

muscle. 

-NSF,R^I^N. ai-rea47-rioted with the 'preceedi^g rr,usCie¡ 

'by means of=-tra--tende aehiliis. 
NERVE SUPPLY.---Fram the- -internal;--paplf-teal through 

the nerve to the outer head of the gastronemius. 

STRUCTURE. Aris -ing by-this pointed narrow tendon 

the muscle spreads out to a width of about 14 c.m. 

the fibres bei'seen On either side of the tendo achi¡is 

las far as the ankle .jOirit. 

RELATIONS., After ;fining the deep surface of the 

outer head of the Bastrpcnèmiùs and tendo achiiiis it 

¡proceeds down withthát- structure: - 

THE DEEP GROUP OF MUSCLES ON THE BACK OF THE LEG 

are arranged in that region as are the same muscles in 

man, It is only when following-them down th their insert- 

! -ions that -striking differences are met with. They are 

Lthe flexor longus fibularis 'hailucis),the flexor longls 

tibialis(digitoruTi 9 aoni6F the tibialis -posticus,.and the 

popl iteus. 



FLEXOR LONCUS FIBULARIS (Froprius hallucis). 

URIC t '_ ) .-- From the outer and back surfaces of the 

from a small 

t of the Outer side of the posterior surface of th 

'i_ia low down,(3) from the interosseous membrane 

i front of the lower part of the tibialis posticus, 

(4; :rom the posterior peroneal septum and that betwe4n 

the muscle and the tibialis posticus. 

I SERTIC1 ;.- Into the case of the terminal phalanges 

of taie four inner toes. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- From several twigs which leave the 

posterior tibial nerve for the upper part of the 

muscle. 

STRUCTURE. -The muscle arises fleshiìy from the bone, 

the fibres being directed downwards and inwarus with 

an inclination 'oackwards to the tendon,which appears 

on raze inner and back part of the muscle near its 

upper end, and becomes stronger as it passes; down, 

the fibres being inserted into it as low as the botton 

of the astralaus. The tendon passes through the 

outer compartment of the internal annular ligament, 

and then lies in the second layer of structures in 

the sole of the foot,Bere it is the broadest tendon 

in the sole and lies deeper than the structures in 

the same layer;crossing inwards towards the big toe it 

rn r X of the shaft of the fibula, (2) 

comes into relation with the tendon of the flexor 

tibialis which lies superficially to it,In the posterior 

part of the sole the tendon splits up into its 4 divis - 

--ions for the 4 inner digits,the size of the tendons 
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becoming smaller from witin outwards. The tendon to 

the first digit is reinforced by a strong slip from 

the tendon of tne flexor tibialis,that to the second 

receives no such reinforcemen t,Ti portion of the tendbri 

wnicn is shortly to divide up for the third and fourth 

digits is reinforced by a strong slip f -or the fie or 

tioiais. The tendon for t!e grAt toe runs forward 

between the superficial part of the flexor.brevis 

digitorum and the abductor halìucis,being crossed by 

the inner most digital nerve and the nerve to the 

nerve to the flexor brevis hallucis,iyinF in the groove 

between tne last named muscle and the adductor halluciS. 

I t tien enters the theca of the úigit, wnich is lined 

by synovial ,memoran& whicn binds it to trie first 

phalanx,and the tendon then spreads out to the base 

of the unguaì phalanx. The tendons to tne 2nd.3rd.and 

4th. toes run forward under the short flexor tendons toi 

enter the theca of their respective digits;they pierce 

the accompanying short flexor tendons opposite the 

first pnalan,then broadening out they are inserted 

into the base of the terminal phalanx. All the tendons 

are covered with synovial membrane,which binds them 

down to the phalanges before their insertion ,,and which 

although it has no definite arrangement evidently taker 

the place of the vincula accessoria in man. In the sole 

the lumbricals arise from the tendons in a way describd 

with those muscles,The deep part of the flexor brevis 
i 

digitorum arises from the superficial aspect of both 

the long flexor tendon for a distance of 3 c.m. as the 
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various sl ius are passing from the one to the other. 

RELATIONS.- Only those in the leg remain to be 

mentioned.Tri the upper X of the leg the muscle lies 

under cover of the superficial muscles,ánd behind the 

tibialis posticus,the fibula and the posterior ceroneal 

septum. In the lower X the muscle gradually passes 

inwards trie peroneus orevis coring to take origin 

from trie back of the fibula ,in front and to its 

outer side._ 

FLEXOR LONGUS TIBIALIS (Digitorum). 

A rather smaller muscle than the last. 

ORIGIN. -Y1) from the piddle two- fourths of the 

posterior surface ci tie shaft of the tibia below 

tne c ̂ 1 i que line or popl iteal ridge, (2) from the septum 

between it and the tibialis posticus,(3) from the back 

of t:ze deep fascia which is attached to tie inner 

border cf the tibia. 

INSERTION.- directly into the ungual phalanx of the 

outer digit and through the intermediation of the 

tendons of the ìor?:- s fibularis into the terminal 

pha:ary :es of the 4 _1.3rd and .1st.digits,no part goin,t 

to the 2nd.digit. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- From the posterior tibial and the 

nerve to the popliteus muscle. 

STRUCTURE.- The fibres which arise directly from 

the bone are inserted into a tendon which appears on 

the inner part of the posterior aspect of the muscle1, 

and this becomes a rounded tendón free from fibres 
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about 2 c.m. above the Niai o ;,This is a narrower 

and less-powerful tendon- than that--"of "the preceeáinó 

ruscie,Pr:oceedi'ng thou^_. ".e -s con cOmpar t?'lent of 

the internal annular ligament into the second layer 

of muscles of the somme it runs forward and tlightiy 

outwards Superficial to the tendon of the fongus 

i riDuia. ris ;wi? e doing so it divides into three aivisidns 

of which Trie inner and strongest goes to join the 

tendon of the rie- .....__s :is great toe, After a 

cors; of about I c.m.,the middle and weakest goes to 

jti :as as yet undifferentiated tendons to the third 

and f ourtn toes after a very short course;ihhile tne 

outermost division wh_oh is middle in strength passes 
1 

to enter tne digital sheath of the little toe ta oe 

inserted into the Jase of its terminal phalanx in :he 

same manner as was described for the tendons of taie 

IÎibularis muscle,except that it does not pierce the 

tendun of tne snort f iexo r, which is very rudimentary 

1.11 tne lon7 tendons to the 'toes are grooved 

longitudinally in a manner inch suggests that they 

are about to divide,a suagestion which in no case was 

realised. 

l??LATIONS.- In the sole of the foot the tendon has 

practically the same relations as the flexor fongus 

fibularis muscie,,The differences have already been 

mentioned; in the leg it lies below and to the outer 

' te fibres being side of the popliteus muscer m .any of 

practically continuous with each other through the septum 
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which Separates the two- mus-cles.aleicw this the :nuscie 

lies between the-superficial. Muscles of the calf and t: 

one from -Aich it-tae s separa:ea frofri 

the Cone in the lower part cf the e.. by the tendon 

tf the tibialis post:cus. 

THE POPLITEUS MUSCLE. 

3RI;IN.- Sy a rounded tendon from the anterior ex- 

i-tremity of the groove on the outer side cf the .externb.1 

Hodyle of the femur. 

In:c,l)the baci K of the u¡Dper cart of 

the shaft- of the tibia foi a distance cf 5 c.m. acove 

Hr,a, obìiue iine,) into the internal lateral ligamenit 

'of the i.nes ',oin-t,(3 the septa between it and the 

lonus tibialis and the tbiais posticus,into 

the former cf which many of its fibres are prni 

nTRR SUPPLY.- tne internal popliteal by a 

branch which turns round its cuter aria lower Corder 

to enter its anterior surface. 

STRUCTURE.- The muscle gradually arise from, its tend on 

and spreads cut in a fan shaped manner. 

PEJATI--73.- The tendon of origin lies inside the 

capsule of tf.,s, knee joint surrounded by a prolongation 

of synovial membrane which ,in this case,has n0,00nneo- 
F 

-ion with :he superior tibiO-fibular articulation. 

The tendon passing downwards and inwards under 3over 

of the eternal lateral ligament of the knee,the poplilt- 

-eal vessels,internal popliteai nerve and the two heads 
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; o f `.::e ;as : roc- e:,i s 1 is ne;-'t the bPn e' an3 the supe-- 

ior tiGìo-fibular articulation. 4us- to the outer 

'=ehi i8 the origin of the sol ..s gf.Fie popl ft-1 

i:.ig =- lï way down this lorde:. 

THE TIBIALIS POSTICUS. 

ORIGIN.- From the outer part of the upper half of 

The shaft of the tibia, (2) the inner part of the uppe- 

r-alf of the shaft of the fibula,3) the corresponding 

eortion of the interossebus memorane,C4) the fascia 

covering over it and the intermuscular septum between 

l' and the popli eus muscle. 

INSERTION.- Into the tubercle of the scaphoid chiefl 

with slips to mane- of - _ 
_ 

r tarsal '_.d metatarsal bones 

' a °, a plantar 

'ER','LS SUPPLY.- From the tibial just r., 

below the nerve te the pcpliteus. 
STRUCTURE.- The belly of the muscle is short,the 

-encio: appearing on the posterior surface of the musci 

cet Below the insertion cf the popliteus,the fibres 

of the muscle do net descend below .the middle of the 
Leg. 

RELATIONS:- In the upper part of the leg the .:;uscie 

bones of 
. is enclosed in a campar--....__t between the two 

the leg,ihe interosseous membrane and the fascia cove /I- 

-ing it,but in the lower part the flexor fongus fibularis 

lies in front of it on the interosseous membrane. 

The tendon gradually passes invrds on the back of thd 

tibia 48 in front of the tendon of the flexor longue 

tibialis to enter the innermost compartment of the 

Y 

e 

internal annular ligament,where it is covered by a 

is 3 
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s7ho71a1 men'brare which ic proiongeci on the .w-ds tendoril 

into theostet-fasd-ial-tunnel in which .it lies in the 

sols. 'Posterior to the riluscie lie the two long flexors 

cf the digits ,the posterior tibial vessels and artery 

bein.t,, situated between the two . 

THE COMPAP,ATIVE ANATOMY OF THE MUSCLES IN THIS COM- 

-PARTTENT OF THE LET. 

THE GASTROCNEMIUS,(Comp.Anat.) 

This muscle presents nothing different to the same 

muscle in man with the exception of the presence of t 

sesamoid bones,which will be mentictned again,and the 

want of developmert in the muscle combared with man. 

This want of development is seen throuhout the 

ahthronoids generally,Primrose found it marhedly in 

o 

his oran7,and this is no wonder,for they have not 

developed the s-reat levei power that the long devel- 

c4.ment of the metatarsals gives to the cat or horse 

in which this muscle is enormous,nor have they attaind 

mans facility in walkinFPf,but tread chiefly on the out r 

si.ie of the footowhich is in-turnedpand so the gastro - 

nemius is but slightly used,the body being also suppo ted 

lamely by the arms in oroc7ression. The sesamoid bone 

in the ori7in of this muscle in this animal were note 

by Hepburn in both heads equally,Meckel found these 

bones in one or other of the heads of the muscle in 

a lar7e series of animals which can not all be given; 

in the Quadrumania in ateles,the mandrill ec.,among 

the carnivora in- the marten,otter and mole among 
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the Rodents in the marmot,porcupine,hamster,etc. 

In the outer head only in many animals of different 

families,as in the Ouadrumania,in certain cases; 

among the Bats;among the Carnivora in the cat,dog,bea 

lynx,hyena,etc.among the Rodents in the rat,etc.; 

among the Edentates in the ant -eater;and in the stag 

among Ruminants. Cunningham' reported in the thylacine 

a large sesamoid bone in the outer head in which was ncor- 

porated the soleus,This bone lay on the back of the 

head of the fibula bound to the femur by ligament. 

Meckel did not find them in either heads in the Rumi 

ants generally,seals or in ornith©ryncus. 

In man these sesamoid bores have ..peen noticed since 

the time of Vesalius,who first noted them(Testut), 

3 
many writers,Gruber says they are found once in every 

4. 
six bodies in the outer head, 'Dhis was confirmed by Os 

who found them 5 times in 30 limbs and always in th 

outer head:other observers,however,although admitting 

the frequency of the occurrence in the outer head half 

reported that they have found it also in the inner 

6 7 . 
head as well (Theile,Hyrtl,Cruveilhier.). Testut 

searched in 40 bodies and never found one,What their 

function is in one head more than the other is diffi- 

cult to see,for in man at all events it is the inner 

head that is the more powerful. Probably in him they -re 

merely a throwing back to the time when as in the lower 

animals,he could not straighten out his limbs, 
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and when the articular surface on the posterior part 

f the condyles of the femur passed further up than the 

o in man now. 

That the muscle was originally a double one,and is 

so still in such animals as the opossum and racoon 

(Meckel)is well known. The two heads possibly correspond 

to the flexor carpi radialis and ulnaris in the upper 

limb. 

THE SOLEUS, (Comn.Anat. ) 

This was a very .rich smaller muscle than in man and 

a very small part of its lower extremity tendinous, 

This we find to Abe the case in all anthropoids, 

2. 
Hepburn reporting that the tendon achillis hardly 

a 4. 

existed. Fick and Bischoff state that the soleus rem- 

aining fleshy down to the oscalcis is typical of all 

apes;the latter observer makes the exception of the 

gibron,in which he states that the tendon is formed 

as in man,However in this animal the fleshy fibres 

could be seen on either sideof the tendon as far as t 

level of the ankle Joint. As regards its, origin all 
S 3 6 4 Z. 

writers a ree ( Huxley ,Pìck,Langer,Bischoff,Hepbumn) 

that the muscle has lost its tibial head of origin 

in the anthropoids,but Hepburn in the chimpanzee and 

i. 

Macalister in the same animal found a small head from 

the tibia. 

THE PLANTARIS was absent as it usually is in the 

anthropoids. 

e 
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THE FLEXOR FIBULARIS,(Comp.Anato) 

THE FLEXOR TIBIALIS, 

These two muscles are best considered together,as 

they are more intimately associated with each other, 

as regards their insertions in the lower animals than 

is usually the case in man. In this animal it was seen 

that the larger and more Powerful of the two was the 

fibularis,and in the apes this may be laid down as the 

general rule,as a glance at the table on the' next page 

will show. Moreover it will be seen that in all,with 

the exception ofthe orang,the fibular element supplies 

the great toe;in addition it also supplies various 

other digits,usually the 3rd.& 4th.,seldom the 2nd.an 

5th. On the other hand the tibialis never supplies the 

great toe,excepting in the case of Hylobates agilis 

dissectedHeoburn' and myself independantly,but supplies 

the 2nd.& Sth.digits with a regularity that is only 

broken again in the case of the gibbon, as reported by 

Huxley(snecies un=:nown),Eischoff'(Hylobates leuciscus) 

Hepburn(H.agilis) and iñ this animal of the same spec 

In this table we see an indication that these two 

muscles are the homologue of the deep flexor in the 

forearm,and that the flexor brevis digitorum to which 

the A-Ope tibialis is more especially associated is the 

Tes. 

superficial flexor which has really segmented off 
Y 

me 
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ble to show the insertions of the two long flexors of the leg 

ous animals. 

- AUTHOR. DIáITS SUPPLIED by TIBIALIS. Y FIBULARIS. 
la Duvernoy. - - . 2 . 5 . 1 . 3 4. . 

Bischoff. 2. 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Macalister. 2 3 4 5 1 

Hepburn. 

Chapman. 

nzee. Testut. 

. 2 3 4 5 1 

. 2 3 . . 1 

t . 2 3 . 5 1 

Champneys. . 2 . . 5 

Humphry. . 2 . . 5 

Hepburn. . 2 3 4 5 

Gratiolet and Alix.2 . 5 

Testut. .. 2 . 5 

Bischoff. 2 5 

- ---- - - -^prìTnroee. - - - - - - - - - - - 5 
Church. 2 4 5 

i 

i 

Do. Hepburn. . 2 . . 5 . 

Gibbon. Huxley. 5 1 

Do. Bischoff. . . . 5 1 

Do G41 Hepburn. 1 . 3 . 1 

Do. Fitzwilliams.--- 1. 3 4 5 1 

Cynocep alus anubis.-Champneys.----. 2 3 4 5 1: 

Do. maimon.--Bischoff. 2 5 1 

Cercopi hecus saboeus.Bischoff.----. 2 . 5 T: 

Do. Do. Testut. . 2 3 4 5 1 

Do. Do. Testut. 2 5 1 

Macacus cynomolgga.-Bischoff. ---- 2 5 1 

Pitheci- hirsuta.---Bischoff. --- 2 . . 5 - 1 

Hapale penicellata.--Dischoff.--- . 2 5 1 

Ateles. Meckel. 2 3 4 5 1 

2 . 4 . 

3 4 . 

4 

3 4 . 

. J 4 . 

. 3 4 . 

. 3 4 . 

. 3 4 . 

. 3 4 . 

. 3. 4. 

. 3 4 . 

2 3 4 . 

2 3 4 . 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 . 

. 3 4 . 

. 3 4 

. 3 4 . 

. 3 4 . 

. 3 4 . 

. 3 4 . 

. 3 4 . 

. 3 4 . 

. 3 4 . 
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from the deep flexor. If the distribution is variable 

in the lower animals we would expect that traces of 

this variability could be shown in man,and so they can 

for Turner collected the results from 50,and Schulze 
2, 

from 100 suojects,with the following results. They fou 

that in addition to supplying the tendon to the great 

(the fibularis) 
toe itAsuoplied slips to the other toes as I have tabu 

them. 

TOES SUPPLIED. TURNER. SCHULZE. 

2nd. only 11.cases. - -- 32.cases. 

2nd. & 3rd.only 20. Do. - - --aB. Do. 

2nd.3rd.& 4th.onl: 18. Do. - -- 10. Do. 

2nd.3rd.4lth.& 5th. 1. Do. - -- 9. Do. 

rid 

lated 

Total. 50. Cases. 100. Cases 

Though the per centages of these results differ ;yet 

they show that in man,as in the lower animals,the 

tendency is for the fibularis to supply the inner digit 

primarily but it keeps up its old relation with the o ter 

toes to a certain extent. 

THE POPLITEUS,(Comp.Anat.) 

This muscle which is absent in some of the lower 

3 4 
animals ,as in pteropus (Humphry);was found by Fick, 

Langer aRel -Hee i -to have as 4444 4ena4 head e 

a sesamoid bone in its tendon of origin in the orang. 
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This occurs constantly in some other animal such as 

the anteater and hyena(Meckel). Hepburn reports some- 

thing of more importance,for he found that in the cas 

of the chimpanzee and orang that there were two heads 

to the muscle;in the former the extra head came from 

the back of the capsule of the knee joint' and in the 

latter it came from the sack of the head of the fioul 

In man several observers have noted a double headed 

4 5" 6, 
state of the nuscle(bevan,Wagstaffe,ffruber,0alori). 

The significance of these two heads is obvious when 

it is considered that the muscle is the homologue of 

either the whole or the part of the pronator radii 

teres in the upper extremity4Melzer considers that 

trie comparison is as follows. 

Guoinator longus inner head 
gastrocnemius 

°ronator teres(humeral head) -- outer head 

Do. tulnar head) Popliteus. 

ID t 

Macalister thinks that the inner head of the gastroc 

nemius is the pronator teres because it is superficia 

but we have to cfo to the animal much lower in the sca 

than the apes if we wish to have a true conception of 

the muscle/, and in the Koala(Young) and in the Thylaci 

ind Cuscus(Cunningha,n)9 we find that the muscle is the 

so called pronator tibiae,and fills up the entire 

interosseous space between the two bones, and is able, 

as these two last mentioned authoars have shownrof pro- 

e 

e 

/2a 
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ducing movements of"(;liding ana coaptation" in an ante co- 

posterior direction here we see that the popliteus is 

the homologue of the deep portion of the pronator 

teres. At all events,Mec-;e1 thinks the humeral head or 

rather its nomoloaue has disappeared altogether ;the 

extra head described in man and the apes may be a remnant 

of it hmwever,and not the gastrocnemius as Melzer thinks. 

t 
Ooodsir pointed out long ago that pronation. and supin -- 

ation were not perfect even in the upper limbs of any 

3 
animal except man,primrosesays, "bischoff admits that 

pronation is possible to some degree in the knee of th 

ape,whilst in man of course the popliteus acts only as 

a flexor." That some other movement can occur in some 

of the apes other than flexion and e- xtension is perhapp 

possible,and even nrobabie in the öisbon where the 

patella surface of the femur is prolonged up to the outer 

side as in man,but as in man it is not a pronation 

and supnination but an unlocking and locking and this 

I take to be the prime action of the popliteus,not 

flexion,for there are many and more powerful muscles 

present to produce that movement. 

THE TI3IALIS P STICUS,(Comp.Anat.) 

There was nothing of note in t_iis muscle or in the 

reports of other writers on the anthropoid apes,which 

was markedly different from that found in man. There w as 

no sesamoid bone in its tendon as tnEreoften is in ma4 

a.ndis constantly in some of the lower animals. 
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TIE SOLE OF THE FOOT. 

The sole of the foot is arranged in the same four 

liayers as in man,The plantar fascia in this animal 

lwat not, well developed,and consisted of some fibrels 

of fibrous tissue covering the muscles ou the first 

laver. The muscles of the first layer were the abductor 

lhallucis,the abductor miniT.i digiti and the flexor 

diRitorum. 

THE ABDUCTOR HALLUCIS. 

From 1) :he cuter side of the Ereat tuberos- 

-i77 of the Os caleis() the internal lateral ligament 
- 

and the prelongaticn of the tendo achillis on to the 

Huber01_,:: cf the scaphcid,(3) the tubercle of the scaph,,id 

4) fascia co7ering the muscle. 

! IN3R7ICY.- Into the inner side of the base of the 

fist phalanx of the great toe with the superficial 

head of the flexor brevie hallois. 

S[7??L'17 .- From the trunk of the internal 

planter and a twig from the nerve to the superficial 

head of the flexor bre7is haliucis. 

STRJ;TURE.- The muscle fibres pass inwards and 

iforwards to a tendon which also receives a large 

number of the fibres of the short flexor of the same 

toe,in the tendon of insertion there is a large 

Isesamoid bone developed. 

RT,LATIONS.-. The muscle bridges over the interval be- 

-tween the os calcis and the inner side of the foot, 

passing superficial to all the structures which pass 

under the internal annular ligament.The long flexor 

tendon to the same toe lies to its outer side after 

emerging from under cover of its fleshy belly. 
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I CPi ®r PLATE. 7a 

1 -2 -3 -4 The dorsal interossei. 

FIOJT;.2. 

F.L.F..... Tendon of the flexor lonp;us fibularis to 

the great toe. 

'.B.H..... The two heads of the flexor brevis hallucis. 

Ab.H....... The Abductor hallucis. 

F.a.D slip from the os calcis to the flexor 

brevis diüitorum. 

T.A The Tendo Achillis. 

0.0 The Os Calcis. 

P.L........ Tendon of the Peroneus longes. 

Ab.Min.Dig... The Abductor minim' 

The 7lexor brevis Minimi dis ;iti. 

P.1 The 3rd. Plantar Interosseus muscle. 

D.' The first dorsal interosseus muscle. 

Ad.P The adductor Hallucis or first contrahens 

muscle. 

outer 
The blue fascia is all that represents the o 
contrahentes muscles. 
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ABDUCTOR MINIMI DIGITI. 

ORIGIN.- From (i) the great tuberosity- of the os 

calcis(frcnt ,l the sheath of the peroneus longus 

" (3) the septum between it and the flexor brevis digito 
i 

rum 

(4) the fascia covering the muscle. 

INSERTION.- - Irito the outer side of the proximal phalan< 

iof the 6th.digit. 
1 

NERVE SUPPLY.- prom the trunk of the external planta'. 

--1777709737E.- T 
- she muscle is small ?.ils' the f7.ß part SO ^v 

gives way to a long slender tendon. 

REL ATIO IS.- The muscle passes forwards to crie outer 

'sido of the foot here it lies dorsal to the flexor 

,brevis digiti minimi. 

THE FLEXOR BREVIS DIGITORUM. 

TI.° : le has two layers, a superficial 

and a deep. 

The superficial laye_ arises from (1) the inner side 

of the tuberosity of the os calcis,(2)the fascia cover; - 

ing it and the septa on either side. 

1 
The deep layer arises from the long flexor tendons 

before and at their crossing,and from the fleor longe 

't i bialis after trie crossing. 

IN7ERTION.- The superficial portion has two tendon ,6- 

one a mere thread which goes on the outer side of the 

long tendon to the base of the first phalanx of the 

2nd.toe,while the other and stronger tendon passes to 

the theca of the same toe,splitting to allow the long 

tendon to perforate it, joining again and then partilly 

cIivìding again to be inserted into the base of the 2nd1 

[phalanx. 

1 
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The deep portion is inserted into the three outer 

toes in the following manner the tendon to the little 

Itoe is very slender and rudimentary,It basses to the 

!theca of its digit and lies along the inner side of th0 

lori; tendon, being attached to the inner side of the 

base of the middle phalanx and not undergoing 

trie process of splitting. The tendons to the 3rd.& 4th. 

toes enter the digital sheath lying superficial 

to the long flexors and split to be inserted after 

ii:.erioration,into tnes ase of trie middle phalanx in the 

!usual manner. 

RELATIONS.- The muscle lies in the middle of the foo 

under the plantar fascia with the abductor muscles and 

plantar vessels and nerves on either side of it, with 

th- long tendons and lumbricals lying deeply. The digA- 

-al nerves from the esternal plantar lie superficial 

to the outer tendons,the nerve to the outer luïubrical 

also being superficial to the tendon to the 5th.digit. 

The second layer of muscles in the sole has only 

one muscle,the four bellies of the lumbricals, and the 

two long flexor tendons which have already been fully 

dealt with,Tnere is no sign of a musoulus accessorius 

in the sole of this animal, nor is one needed, for owing 

to the configuration of the foot the long tendons are 

already pulling in the direction in which they act, 

the astratalus not being right above the os calcis as 

in man. 
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THE LUMBRICALS. 

These a -re four-small but well marked muscles which 

arise from the long flexor tendons and pass to the 

four outer toes. 

OR:..=IF._ Lunb.ica_ 1. from the inner side and pian tar 

surface cf the tendon of t he flexor fibularis to the 

2nd.digit. 

Lu-.bricai 2. from the adjacent sides of the tendons 

f the two on flexors whic+4 gò to the 2rd..& 3rd. 

-: :ts,the mayor part_ being from t.rlat to trie 2n.d.ài it. 

1.umbricai 3. from the adjacent sides of the tendons 

oin to the 3rd.& 4th.d_gits. 

Lumbr icai 4. from .the sides of the composite tendon 

i the long flexor :..:scies going to the fourth toe, and 

the tendon of the flexor fongus tibiaiis going to 

trie 5th. to,. 

t.3 ...,.:s.'iias are fused over the 'plantar 

aspect of their cc cntendon, while the tao outer are 

fused over the dorsum of the, tendon which is con:ror 

to both. 

7SETITIO'' Into the side of the dorsal expansion of 

the 4 cuter toes along which they can be traced as far 

s the middle phalanx. 

?SERVE SU?PL' .- Lumbrioai 1,from the digital. nerve 

,o the inner side of the 2nd.toe. - 

Lumbrical 2,by the deep division of the' external 

lantar ner te: 

Lum,brical g,by the deep division of the external 

ìantar nerve. 
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Lumbrical 4, f roi; the .branch of the external plantar 

to the cleft between the 4th..& 5th. tces.T e nerve 

passes superficial to the flexor tendons for the 5t1,... 

to reach trie muscle. 

S_i_:'., vR .- The muscies,with the e : >ception of the 

inner;f,ost,are bìoenniforrn with bellies about 3 c n. 

long which 717e rise to small tendons. 

RELATION$. - They lie between- the- tendons from which 

arise-dorsal -to-the flexor bTevis digitorum and the 
and 

digital_ nerves.T;e -tendons pass forwards,nlrind round 

trie inner o: tibia side of tete digits into which trie 

find attachment . 

tiey 

The long flexor tendons in te sole have been co.,sid.r- 

-ed filly with their muscles, 

,nird layer of muscles in the so:e comprises 

the flexor brevis _a_ _...cis,the flexor brevis minim: V 

cigiti and the adductor halluCis muscles. 

THE FLEXOR BREVIS HALLUCIS. 

This muscle is double, the two halves being only in tou 

t their origin. 

ORICIN.- The inner and superficial head,from the 

sheath of the tibialis posticus tendon,the base of the 

first metatarsal,and from the inner side of the shaft 

of the bone for the proximal two -thirds. 

The inner and deeper head,from the front of the base 

of the first metatarsal,the ligaments of the first 

tarso- metatarsal ;oint on their plantar aspect and fro 
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the inner side of the shaft of the bone in its proxim 

-al three quatters. 

INSERTION.- Into the sides of the base of the first 

phalanx of the big toe,two sesamoid bones being devel 

oiled in the tendons, and these help to give insertion', 

the inner to the abductor hallucis,and the outer to 

the adductor hallucisethe tendon in the case of the 

inner head being really that of the abductor hallucis. 

into which the short flexor fibres are inserted. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- From the inner digital nerve from 

the internal plantar . 

STRU.JTURE.- The inner head is much larger than the 

outer;the bellies diverge as they pass forwards. 

RELATIONS.- Lying on the bone, the inner head being 

more superficial or plantar than the other,the long 

flexor tendon passing :;etween them;both are inserted 

with the muscle they are in closest relation with. 

THE FLEXOR 3REVIS MINIM! . DIGITI. 

Thia will be described as a single headed muscle, al 

- though when loked at first there seems to oe two heads, 

antar interosseous 
as the outermost ltam4f4ea4 is so much in front of the 

bone both in origin and insertion. 

ORIGIN.- From the plantar ligaments of the 5th. 

tarso- metatarsal articulation,sheatn of the peroneus 

longus tendon,base of the ;:one,and the shaft for some 

distance on its outer side;it also has an origin from 

the deep plantar fascia from which the adductor hallucts 

takes origin. 
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INSi,RTIUN.- into the outer side of the front of trie 

first phalanx of the little toe,a sesamoid bone being 

developed in the tendon. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- From the outer digital branch of trie 

external plantar nerve. 

STRUUTURE.- The fibres are collected into a small 

thin belly with a very short tendon. 

RELATIONS.- The muscle lies next the Lone with the 

long tendons superficial to and to the inner side,The 

;abductor minimi digiti is to the outer side and rather 

dorsal,The insertion of the last named muscle is quite; 

distinct from that of this muscle. 

THE ADDUCTOR HALLUCIS. 

t1_le aá::.!c;tor muscles of the big toe aie fused into of e 

sheet of fibres which lie superficial to the metatarsals 

and iuterossei muscles. 

ORI IN. -(14 From the plantar ligaments of the tarso- 
I 

metatarsal oints,(:è) from the bases of the 4th.and 5th. 

nietartaisals,(3) from the heads and plantar ligaments 

attached to the heads of the 2nd.& 3rd.íúetatarsals, 

(4) from the dense fascia which separates this muscle 

from the layer which lies deeper. 

IN.E TION.- Into the outer side of the base of the 

first phalanx of the great toe in common with the outef 

head of the flexor brevis haliucis. 

NERVE S PPLY .- Chiefly from the deep division of tige 

external plantar nerve which supplies it on its deep 

surface,To a lesser extent it is supplied by a twig 
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from the digital branch to the i rhcr side of the 2nd. 

diit,This ,oes tu the inner fibres which lie next the 

deep head of the fieor bre-/is Izallucis. 

STH'lGT')ttE.- The muscle is fan-shaped, thin at itS orig in 

which CU ; ers a lar-4e area,becG!iiin ; thicker and rrarrol^iei, 

s it anpoaches its insertion. 

RLLATI.:NS.- i,Ftween the strong fascia from which it arises 

*.h+ -ie a s9ab,/ and the sub:acent muscles and .::ones 

there is a space where the deep ol'i 1s10rr of the external 

plantar nerve dl d ide.s up into its vra;ici,es, a,i,1 where 

'the deco plantar arch is formed, sending down three 

dip-itaï branches tu the clefts of the toes;superficiälIly 

there are the f iist two layers. of the sole. At the uutgr 

é art of its Orff =i:t lies the third plantar interosseuus. 

THE INTEROSSEI. 

-se are arranged in two gioups,a plaiïtai' and a dorsal 

;,1uüP,three lir the fuimel aIrd foci. in tiffe latter. 

THE PLANTAR INTEROSSEI. 

These are all adductors,adductliig towards a line 

which 1uns down the centre of the 5rd.digit. 

ORI( -Iti. -They arise from the side oi the plantar sur- 

-face of the metatarsal bone of the digit into which 

they are inserted. 

Pal.Int.19arises from the outer side of the 2nd.meta -1 

Ftci.rsa1 
bone, and is inserted into the outer side of thti 

base of the first phalanx of the same digit. 

Pal.Int.2,arises from the inner side of the 4th.1 

metatarsal borie, and is inserted into the innei side of 

the Lase of the first p aian_. of the same digit. 
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Pal.Int.3,arises from the i.nherside of the 5th. 

metataisal,fro.h more of the plantar Surface than the 

foregoinp, diuscies,and from tige dense plantar(deep) 

fascia which Oyes Grigin to the ac:o.i otur haiiuois,lastly 

f io.r! the front of the base of the sa: c borie. The 

inseltioil 1s alsu peouliar, as it is inserted into the 

ini,er of the twu sesamuid buries on the head of the 5t1. 

metatarsal, ant 50 iiltu ::ìa front of the base of the 

proximal phalan of th 5th digit, It is ob?ìiously th 

i_,ner head of the flexor irell is mini mi digiti. 
NER7E S+5P .- All are supplied by the branches úf 

the deep division of the external :!arttar nerve, which 

t. rea s up in Lo its branches i. et neeii them and the a.ddu t- 

-ors of the big toe. 

STRJ they all a ",e small bel lies with dlstliiict 

tenduns, teiat of Lhe 3r.l.being the thickest. 

RELATIONS.-The muscles lie-on the front of the bones 

and dorsal interossei muscles,under cover of the 

adductor muscle of the Ist.digit;the digital arteries, 

plantar 
from the deep Da4maf arch run down between them. 

THE DORSAL INTEROSSEi. 

ORIGIN.- This is from the adjacent sides of the 

metatarsal bones between which the muscles lie,excepl 
Paa.te . 

in the case of the first ,which arises from the inne gig 
side of the second metatarsal only. 

INSERTION.- As they are all abductors from the lins 

running down the centre of the 3rd.digit the 1st. 
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dorsalinterosseous is inserted into the base of the 

first phalanx: of the 2nd.toe on its inner side,with a 

.slip to the dorsal extensor expansion. 

Dor.Int.2,is inserted into the inner side of the 

base of the first ahalanx of the 3rd.aigít with a slip' 
_ p. 

to the dorsal eptpansion. 

Dor.Int.3,is inserted into the outer side of the first 

phalanx of the 3rd.digit and into the dorsal expansion, 

Dor.Int.4,is inserted into the outer side of the first 

phalanx of the 4th.digit and into the dorsal expansion. 

NERVE SUPPLY.- From the deep divison of the external 

plantar nerve. 

STRUu URE.- They are all small bipenniform muscles. 

With the exception of the 1st. all have distinct tendons 

RELATrONS.- These musclesare dorsal to those last mentioned, 

and are seen from the back of the hand foot. Between 

the 1st.and the deep head of the flexor brevis halluciS 

the anastamotic artery accompanying the long saphenous 

es 
nerve and vein pass into the sole of the foot to complete 

the deep plantar arch. 
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THE COMPARATI ;-1 ANA T (A OF THE MUSCLES 0F THE FOOT. 
THE FLEXOR BREVIS DI GI TORU'i o ( Comp . Ana-c . ) 

This muscle is arranged in two layers (vice supra). 

The description given above corresponds to that given 

by Hepburn in all particulars except that from the super- 

ficial portion there were two tendons found passing to 

the 2nd. digit. Hepburn noted the double origin,from 

the deep flexor tendons and from the os calcis,in the 

chimpanzee. Primrose,in his orang,found a considerable 

contribution given off to the origin of this muscle fíjom 

the flexor longus tibialis. In dealing with the homoldgy 

of this muscle in regard to the upper limb we note that 

r.ruain gives the soleus and the flexor brevis digitorun 

as being together the structures corresponding to the 

flexor sublimis muscles of the forearm. Sutton comes 

to the conclusion "that the adductor hallucis,flexor 

brevis hallucis,flexor uinimi digiti,long plantar 

ligaments,tendo Achillis,gastrocneriiius,and soleus rus les 

have been derived from a muscular layer which in lowet 

primitive forms was a continuous stratum.!/ 

McMurrich5in the American journal of Anatomy for 190 

promises papers on the leg and foot muscles ;these paprs 

if already published, I hale been unable to obtain, 

hut, applying the same process of reasoning to the lover 

limb as we have seen he applies to the upper limb,we 

will come to conclusiorswhich differ considerably fro 

either of these observers. In the upper limb we saw teat 

the palmaris longus and the flexor sublimis were segn nt- 

atìons off from the deep flexor mass9As the plantari 
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is not present in this are we may just say that as 

McMurrich does not think when it is not developed in the 

upper limb that it is really absent,ùut is merely in 

an undifferentiated state,we may assume that that is 

probabiythis condition in this case. For the flexor 

brevis digitorum I think we can trace its developmdnt 

very completely as follows. die suppose triat the fflUSCil is 

first segmented off from the deep flexor mass, and then 

as a secondary proceeding it becomes attached to the 

os calcis. I f we look at the condition of the Thylacine 

(Cunningham) we see the first stage,liere the flexor 

brevis digitorum sprints from the common flexor mass 

on tige back of the leg and supplies tendons to the tree 

outer toes,This muscle has no bony attachment at its 

on yin. In the gibbon the muscle arises chiefly from he 

deep fleor tendons,but has now obtained a small slip 

from the os calics,Of these portions the former suppl es 

tendons to the three outer toes ana the latter suppli s 

the second toe. In the chimpanzee (Hepburn)tthe muscle 

was also divided into two parts,The part from the os 

calcis was here larger than in the last muscle, and 

supplied tendons to the 2nd.& ara. toes,whiïe trie deep 

portion which arose still from the tendons supplied 

the 4th.& 6th. toes. Primrose notes that in his orang 

the muscle had a slip from the tendon of the flexor 

tibialis, but it was not apparently large enough to give 

rise definitely to any tendon,at least he does not 

mention it as doinf_, so. In the gorilla we find that 
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Hepburn notes the muscle, arising from the os calcis a 

having no slip from the tendons. In this way I think 

d 

hat 

it is proved that the flexor sublimîs is itself witho4t 

the help of the soleus the true hoinoloue of the fle_.dr 

sublinnis of the upper limb. 
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MUSCULUS ACCESSORIUS. 

ùf this :i,uscle there was no trace in the foot of this 

ape,nor is there such a muscle developed in any ape - 

with the exception of the chimpan3ees,in which it is 

usually present,but it has been found occasionally in 

all with the exception of the gibbon. In spite of thÿ 
r. 

fact that Bischoff states that he has never found this 
3. 4 

muscle present in the anthropoids r iok,Frimrose,La.nger, 

and Chapman,have all found it in the orang;in the chim- 
6 ,e 

pan^:ee the muscle has -been found by Hepburn,Champneys, 

and ^ratIolet and A.li';in the gorilla it has been foun 

by Huxley,Hepburr,and 'acalister. In the chimpanzee ih 

which it is more common than any other of the anthropoids 

it was found absent by Bischoff,Rolieston,and rmbletonf. 

It has been said that the muscle is present in young 

anthropoids and disappears in the older ones,This is 

denied by Primrosé on the ground that it has been found 

wanting in many young specimens. Fick points out 

that in the oranp the muscle is riot neccessary, as 

the foot is strongly supinated,and the tendons already 

pull in the st raiht line of the tOes and not as in 

man obliquely. That the tendons already pull in a straighter 

line in the ape than in the man is very evident,but I 

do not agree that it is the supinated position of the 

foot that makes them do so;this is seen very well in 

this gibbon. Here the animal walks with its foot flat 

on the ground with no supination,and yet the tendons 

are playing along a line which is directed straight tt the 

toes,and that without any musculus accessorius. We 
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must therefore s >eek some very different reason, and 

such a reason is to be found in the configuration of t 

feet of these apes compared with that of man. The 

reason that the tendons in man pull in an oblique dire 

tion is not because the foot is not supinateAbut 

because the astragalus is placed right above the os ca 

and in consequence they are placea more on the inner 

aspect of the ankle than in other animals, aid so are 

more in need of a muscle to rectify the line of tracti 

A glance at the opposite diagrams will show the disad 

vantages which the tendons in man have to overcome 

compared with the easy mechanical position of the apes 

he 

lcis 

on. 
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In dealing wi th the three typical layers in the fop 

it is needless to recapitulate what they are, as they 

correspond to those in the hand. See.Vol. i. p. 

In the FIlr,T or PLANTAR LAYER there is only one rnusc'.e 

developed; it is the adductor of the big toe,and stre ches 

right across the sole of the foot. It was not divided 

into two, an ol.liquus and transversus, but was one 

continuous sheets The inner portion nevertheless had 

an additional nerve of supply from the digital branch 

of the internal plantar to the inner side of the 2nd. 

toe. The remaining muscles of this layer were only 

represented by strips of fascia, which passed to the 

2nd.,4th., and 5th. toes. Hepburn however found muscu ar 

slips to these digits. 

The SECOND or INTERMEDIATE LAYER ©f muscles 

is more complete. For the first toe there are both 

heads of the flexor breiiis halïucis present, corres- 

ponding to the tibial and fibular heads of the short 

flexor. For the second toe there is only the first 

plantar interosseous muscle corresponding to the 

fibular head of the short flexor, the tibial head not 

being ~resent. For the middle toe neither heads are 

deg.- eloped. ï'or the fourth toe the second plantar inter- 

osseous muscle represents the tibial head of the shot 

flexor;the fibular head is wanting. For the fifth to 

both heads are present, the fibular head as the fle r 

brebis minimi digiti, and the tibial heaa as the 

third plantar interosseous muscle. I1 any additional 

evidence is wantìnv of the fact that the third planter 
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SXPLp.1tAT T OTJ OF PLATE. X99 

The ` FTATARSATS in Green; the Dorsal layer in Red; 

the Intermediate layer in Bluet The plantar layer in 

Brown. 

e mhe typical arrangement of the l aqt after 

Cunningham. 

The metatarsals. 

D1,9,3.0 5 6 g The dorsal layer. 

Mn,`?93949, The intermediate, layer. 

The plantar layer. 

I).l The deep division of the externa 

plantar nerve. 

ß,P1 The superficial division of the 

external plantar nerve. 

rTç *TJp7.2. The foot of the gibbon. 

1,.',3.4,59.... The metatarsals. 

D.!.!,2,3,4, mhe dorsal izteressei . e . . a _ 1 .-. 

A.H......... "'he abductor nallucia. 

A.?-I.D Th? abductor minimi digiti. 

Th palmar interossei. 

r. t: The flexor brevis hallucis 

^. i.x.n The flexor brevis minimi digiti. 

.Ad.H.. , - 
The adductor. halluois. 

deep divisIon,external plantar. 

S.PT The superficial division, Do. 

The muscles only faintly marked and dotted are not 

represented. 
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interosseous muscle was the inner head of the flexor 

brevis minimi diKiti i:!usoie, which usually .;ets orowde 

into the fourth interosseous space,it is furnished 

in this ape. Here the muscle is not completely crowde 

into the interosseous space, but lies on the front 

of the hone to a large e xtent, anu is inserted into th 

inner of the two sesamoici bones on the plantar aspect 

of the 5th. metatarso- phalangeal articulation. 

The plantar surface of the fifth metatarsal bone is 

co7erea by fleshy fibres which belong to tie two ilefor 

muscles of this digit, but Hepburn has described them 

separately as an opponens minimi di,_;iti,As an opponens 

is merely a segmentation off from the short flexor 

I have included these fibres with that muscle. 

The T ::IRD or DO .SAL LitY7,P, of muscles is a complete 

ones and consists of the four dorsal interossei and 

the abductors of the great and little toes. The 

butér three interossei all are double headed muscles, 

the inner one being a sins,le headed muscle 
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